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Abstract: The field of cloud computing has witnessed tremendous progress, with commercial cloud
providers offering powerful distributed infrastructures to small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
through their revolutionary pay-as-you-go model. Simultaneously, the rise of containers has em-
powered virtualisation, providing orchestration technologies for the deployment and management
of large-scale distributed systems across different geolocations and providers. Big data is another
research area which has developed at an extraordinary pace as industries endeavour to discover
innovative and effective ways of processing large volumes of structured, semi-structured, and unstruc-
tured data. This research aims to integrate the latest advances within the fields of cloud computing,
virtualisation, and big data for a systematic approach to stream processing. The novel contributions
of this research are: (1) MC-BDP, a reference architecture for big data stream processing in a con-
tainerised, multi-cloud environment; (2) a case study conducted with the Estates and Sustainability
departments at Leeds Beckett University to evaluate an MC-BDP prototype within the context of
energy efficiency for smart buildings. The study found that MC-BDP is scalable and fault-tolerant
across cloud environments, key attributes for SMEs managing resources under budgetary constraints.
Additionally, our experiments on technology agnosticism and container co-location provide new
insights into resource utilisation, cost implications, and optimal deployment strategies in cloud-based
big data streaming, offering valuable guidelines for practitioners in the field.

Keywords: multi-cloud; big data; containers; reference architecture; stream; vendor lock-in

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Context

The advent of integrated yet pervasive systems such as the Internet of Things (IoT), the
Internet of Everything (IoE), Fog/Edge computing, and Cloud computing has brought big
data to the forefront of technology research. Smartphones, tablets, GPS trackers, sensors,
and video surveillance devices produce vast amounts of data in varying formats in real
time. Consequently, this poses challenges not only in terms of storage, but also in terms
of timely processing and analysis for intelligence. Big data-related challenges are related
to high volume, velocity, veracity, and variety. Historically, systems which focused on
the volume aspect of big data appeared first. Those are known as batch architectures, as
static finite data is stored in files and processed in batches. The most prominent and most
highly utilised of such systems is Hadoop, an open-source distributed processing system
based on the MapReduce algorithm developed by Google [1]. Hadoop is still currently
popular but has evolved to include a complete ecosystem of open-source applications for
batch data processing. However, the main critique of Hadoop and other batch systems is
that they overlook two important aspects of big data: velocity and the fact that the data
source is potentially infinite [2]. Batch systems were not designed to process streaming data
and produce results in real time or close-to-real time. Following the first generation of big
data processing systems, which focused on the processing of batch data, stream systems
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were developed to process a potentially infinite source of data arriving at high velocities in
close-to-real time. The focus of these systems was different; therefore, a new architectural
design and approach to data processing was necessary. The concept of a window was
introduced, which involved breaking up the data streams into manageable finite quanta
for processing. This was facilitated by applying two functions: (1) assign a timestamp to
arriving data; (2) based on the timestamp, assign data to a time window for processing.
Thus, time windows are abstracted groups (with a finite number of records) used for
processing [3]. In order to address late and out-of-order streaming data, watermarks were
introduced to represent the time by which all records for a given window are expected to
have arrived [4]. They are used, in conjunction with a defined tolerance, to signal that a
window is ready for processing.

The Lambda architecture challenged the two main big data paradigms, namely, the
batch and stream models, to propose a model where both technology stacks worked
synergistically. Both batch and stream stacks were to be separately maintained, and data
processing would be independently undertaken, with the results subsequently merged to
obtain a combined view of the data. Although this architecture has been critiqued due
to the need to create and maintain complex processing code in two separate places, thus
incurring additional operational managing costs for two different technology stacks [5],
it is still deployed in real-world applications (e.g., Facebook [6] and Twitter [7]). Though
our proposed reference architecture does not completely address the Lambda architecture
overhead-related problem, it exploits the use of a super-framework to enable the same
processing code to be run on batch or stream infrastructures, thus resolving the code
duplication issue. Additionally, it advocates multi-tenancy so that both batch and stream
frameworks share the same cluster. Currently, there are existing hybrid architectures
where batch-based architectures have been adapted to process streaming data, as well as
vice-versa, where stream-based ones have been adapted to process data from batch files.

Although, currently, a plethora of big data architectures is available, there is a dis-
cernible need for the development of reference architectures, defined in this study as
template architectures for a given domain. A reference architecture is based on best prac-
tices and serves as a guide for the design and implementation of concrete architectures.
Examples of numerous published domain-specific reference architectures for big data
built to address this limitation are: BDWFMSs designed for the domain of data-intensive
scientific workflows [8], ref. [9]’s healthcare-related reference architecture, and ref. [10]’s
national security-related reference architecture. Approaches to develop an SME big data
strategy tend to prioritise simplicity and convenience by focusing on big data as a managed
service, whilst overlooking the ominous risk of vendor lock-in. As an example, ref. [11]
highlighted the complexity of big data implementations as a significant barrier to SME
adoption. They have proposed a big data analytics as a service (BDAaaS) model for the
SME market. A similar cloud consumption model, data as a service (DaaS) [12], envisions
big data cloud analytics as a crucial strategy to give SMEs a competitive advantage in the
market. Both these models, however, are dedicated forms of SaaS which could incur a high
risk of vendor lock-in.

Ref. [13]’s research findings reveal that a significant barrier to the adoption of big
data solutions by British manufacturing SMEs is the high cost of switching solutions.
They suggest that these companies need not only appropriate tools, but also appropriate
guidance when implementing an architecture for big data [13]. Big data challenges and
potential within the SME market have been reviewed [14], while investigation of the
opportunities for innovation created through big data has been conducted [15]. However,
to date, a high-level vendor-agnostic blueprint to cater to these requirements does not
exist. This is an identified gap which our research aims to address, namely, the creation
of a reference architecture for big data stream processing targeted at SMEs and therefore
specifically aimed at maximising economies of scale via commercial clouds [16,17]. For
illustration, a study carried out by [18] using quantitative and qualitative methods on a
target population of over a hundred UK-based companies from different sectors showed
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that 71% of respondents saw the risk of vendor lock-in as a possible deterrent to cloud
migration. Although their research also indicated a general lack of maturity in the sector
and lack of familiarity with the concept of vendor lock-in, it revealed that UK decision-
makers were essentially cautious about trusting a single commercial provider with their
business-critical data [18]. This study’s proposal of a reference architecture for big data
using a multi-cloud setup is therefore motivated by its focus on smaller implementers and
supported by relevant research in the area.

Currently, cloud computing business solutions are being made available to SMEs
on a pay-as-you-go model. The cloud has brought with it economies of scale, making it
more cost-effective for smaller companies to commission technology as services instead of
purchasing hardware and maintaining their in-house IT staff. Such entry cost reduction
has enabled more widespread adoption of computing resources to automate processes,
satisfying significantly increased data processing needs. Undeniably, more data means
greater complexity, but also the potential for more accurate predictions and increased
turnover. The profitability of big data initiatives is corroborated by an independent research
study of 559 companies from various sectors conducted by the Business Application
Research Centre [19]. The findings reveal that the participating companies reported an
average eight percent increase in revenue and ten percent decrease in costs as a result of
their use of big data [19]. However, most of them own in-house-hosted technologies and
are still sceptical about transferring their businesses to the cloud [19]. Given the elevated
cost of big data implementations [20,21], one could speculate that the cloud’s economies of
scale could potentially raise the reported profits.

The following three main service models describe how cloud resources are commis-
sioned: IaaS (infrastructure as a service), PaaS (platform as a service), and SaaS (software
as a service). The more specialised a model is, the greater the economies of scale since the
provider is responsible for commissioning and maintaining more resources at different lev-
els. However, as a service model becomes more specialised, it also becomes less flexible and
reliant on specific, if not proprietary, technology. However, a cloud consumer is understood
to be vendor locked-in if they perceive better contract opportunities elsewhere in the market
but is hindered from breaking an existing agreement with a provider. Vendor lock-in is a
major cause of concern for potential cloud adopters [20,22–24], and its mitigation is one
of the motivating factors for the current research. Recently, significant container-based
virtualisation research has been conducted [25–28]. As containers provide decoupling
between applications and the platforms to which they are deployed, they offer a level of
mitigation against vendor lock-in. Furthermore, containers can be deployed on a PaaS
(instead of IaaS) model because they represent a higher virtualisation level compared to
virtual machines [25,29]. When container and cloud computing technologies are employed
together, they afford greater economies of scale and facilitate greater collaboration amongst
developers. As an example, images representing applications which are developed as
containerised services have been shared in public repositories and libraries [30]. Such
images can be deployed on any platform hosted on any infrastructure (cloud or non-cloud-
based). Finally, the use of container and container orchestration technology also enables
multi-cloud setups, which greatly mitigates the risk of vendor lock-in, giving cloud con-
sumers the ability to compare and combine individual offers from providers to create the
most appropriate and preferred configuration [21,28]. Should changes in prices or service
level agreements render it advantageous to do so, resources may be easily and seamlessly
transferred between providers.

1.2. Aim and Objectives

The aim of this research is to propose a unified vendor-agnostic stream processing so-
lution for big data analytics in a multi-cloud environment. It is supported by the following
research objectives: RO1—examine several existing architectures for big data processing
and systematically evaluate the architectures of three well-known real-world companies
(i.e., Facebook, Twitter, and Netflix) with the purpose of understanding non-functional
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requirements for real-world big data systems. The selection criteria for these companies,
the methodology, and the results of this evaluation are explained in a separate publica-
tion [31]; RO2—based on the findings in RO1, propose a new reference architecture based
on industry’s best practices and focused on vendor lock-in mitigation; RO3—develop a pro-
totype based on a case study to enable the empirical evaluation of the proposed reference
architecture; RO4: identify and implement a set of relevant performance metrics for the
prototype in RO3; and RO5—design and execute distinct sets of experiments to evaluate the
proposed reference architecture in terms of the non-functional requirements implemented.

1.3. Rationale

The risk of vendor lock-in is perceived as one of the greatest obstacles to cloud adop-
tion by companies [18,20,24,32]. Consequently, as this study adopts a cloud consumer’s
perspective, the mitigation of vendor lock-in remains an important motivation throughout
its development. The use of open-source technology is associated with a reduction in
vendor lock-in risk [33] while simultaneously promoting collaboration and reuse amongst
the community [34]. Another way of mitigating vendor lock-in-related risks is by hosting
the cloud infrastructure in multiple clouds. From a business perspective, implementers are
less vulnerable to unilateral changes in price or SLAs by single providers when adopting
a multi-cloud setup. Furthermore, they can achieve more flexibility by combining offers
from different providers, or by changing providers for certain services, but not others, if a
more advantageous offer is made available [35]. Motivated to achieve the greatest level of
flexibility and interoperability of components across clouds while, at the same time, taking
advantage of the clouds’ economies of scale, our study proposes a reference architecture
based on the use of containers on a PaaS model. As containerised applications include
all the environment configuration they need to run and can be deployed to any platform
equipped with a container engine, they are fully portable across clouds, thus greatly reduc-
ing the risk of vendor lock-in and allowing implementers to shift away from the traditional
SaaS model usually recommended for SMEs. This study therefore recommends that big
data processing frameworks and other components of the proposed reference architecture
be deployed as containerised services. From a technical perspective, a strong motivation
of this study is to propose a reference architecture that has a discernible value for SMEs
and is therefore reliable and fault-tolerant, since high availability and business continuity
have been identified as important requirements for these companies [12,36]. Within a
single commercial cloud, fault tolerance for containerised systems can be provided at three
different levels: data centre, zone, and region. These are employed by cloud providers
not only to improve fault tolerance, but also to facilitate managing the cloud infrastruc-
ture in a divide-and-conquer fashion. AWS has introduced the availability zones concept,
which consists of isolated data centres hosted in the same region. Since no two availability
zones share the same data centre, the resilience of the infrastructure is increased, even for
single-region deployments [37]. An infrastructure that spans across multiple availability
zones has been recommended by Netflix following the after-effects of AWS outages in the
past [38]. However, zone failures involving multiple availability zones have occurred in
the past [39]. Likewise, a DNS disruption reported in 2016 affected Azure customers in
all regions, effectively rendering the entire cloud unavailable [40]. Our research aims to
explore the most resilient design for a cloud reference architecture and has thus identified
an infrastructure distributed not only across multiple regions, but also across multiple
clouds as a pattern to aim for. The relationship between different levels of fault tolerance
and the cost and volume of data transfer from a cloud consumer’s perspective is also
investigated in this study.

Finally, as the current study focuses on the utilisation of commercial clouds for the
deployment of containerised distributed applications, another area of research which is
yet to fully mature is that of resource consumption estimation for large-scale containerised
systems. Currently, most cluster orchestration technologies allocate resources based on a
user’s initial request [28,41]. Since users tend to overestimate the resources required by their
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applications, this approach leads to under-utilisation and, in the context of cloud computing,
unnecessary costs [41]. Oversubscription is a possible solution, but a more systematic
approach is called for in the literature [28]. Motivated by this gap in knowledge, the current
study explores the relationship between the windowing function used in big data stream
processing and the resource consumption of the cluster, with the aim of proposing a new
approach to cluster size estimation for the domain of big data stream processing.

1.4. Novel Contribution

The novelty of this study lies in its comprehensive and innovative approach to big
data stream processing for SMEs, organizations, and departments characterised by de-
volved management, tight budgetary constraints, and lack of in-house technical expertise
(SMEODs). Our proposed reference architecture, MC-BDP, specifically addresses these
challenges by:

1. Promoting an infrastructure hosted on commercial clouds leveraging the cost-effective
pay-as-you-go model. This model is particularly beneficial for SMEODs as it allows
for financial flexibility and scalability.

2. Shifting from a traditional SaaS model towards a standardised form of PaaS. This
transition is crucial for SMEODs as it offers a more controlled and customisable
computing environment suitable for specific big data needs.

3. Reducing the risk of vendor lock-in by recommending the use of portable, interopera-
ble, and vendor-agnostic components. This strategy is vital for ensuring flexibility
and independence in a multi-cloud environment.

4. Providing a domain-specific reference architecture that offers guidance and simplifies
the implementation process. This aspect is particularly valuable for SMEODs that
may lack the technical expertise or resources to navigate the complexities of big
data systems.

This research further extends its novelty through a critical evaluation of big data
architectures from leading companies such as Facebook, Twitter, and Netflix. This analysis
aims to extract practical insights and non-functional requirements applicable to real-world
big data systems. Additionally, the study introduces an innovative formula for adjusting
CPU and data transfer requirements in a distributed computing cluster for big data stream-
ing. This formula, based on the windowing function used for data processing, is a novel
contribution that aids in optimizing resource utilization and cost-efficiency in big data
stream processing.

This study’s unique contribution, in essence, is the development, implementation,
and evaluation of the MC-BDP architecture, coupled with insightful analyses and practical
tools for enhancing big data stream processing in SMEODs, making it a pioneering study
in the field.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows; Section 2 reviews the related
literature, situating the current work in the wider context of research in the fields of
big data, cloud computing, and virtualisation, and discussing related work; Section 3
describes the MC-BDP reference architecture; Section 4 discusses the results of MC-BDP’s
evaluation; and Section 5 considers the impact of our research within its field and presents
recommendations for future work.

2. Related Literature Review

Research in big data has flourished in recent years as the volume, velocity, and variety
of data generated by systems and devices connected to the internet escalates at an unprece-
dented rate. This is apparent in the field of virtualisation, following the popularisation
of Docker containers and the advent of sophisticated orchestration technologies enabling
complex distributed architectures to be managed as a single cluster. Additionally, the
popularisation of cloud computing and its associated pay-as-you-go model triggered a
technological revolution by lowering the entry barrier for small and medium companies
to commission complex and sophisticated systems. At the intersection of such rich and
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exciting research fields, the current research project emerged. Reference architectures can be
understood as an abstraction over concrete architectures aimed at a specific domain, or for a
specific purpose, or both, based on which concrete architectures are derived. It is generally
understood that every concrete system has an architecture [42]. The relationship between
the system and the architecture can thus be abstracted as a one-to-one type, whereas a
reference architecture holds a one-to-many relationship with specific implementations and
concrete architectures. The objective of this study in proposing a reference architecture for
big data stream processing in a multi-cloud environment is to provide a purely abstract
template based on which specific architectures can be derived. MC-BDP is both domain-
specific and purpose-specific, and although contributions were found that addressed one or
even both aspects in the literature, an exact match was not encountered. This section takes
a closer look at recent work directly related to the products of this research, summarised
in Table 1, and demonstrates the significance of this study’s contributions to the wider
scientific community.

Table 1. Summary of related work and comparison with MC-BDP reference architecture.

Contribution Domain
Primary

Quantitative
Evaluation

Data
Processing

Focus
Infrastructure Virtualisation

Level

Primary
Qualitative
Evaluation

[8] Scientific Workflows Y Batch Cloud Hypervisor N
[43] Generic N Batch/Stream Cloud/Bare-Metal Hypervisor N
[44] Large Corporations N Batch Cloud/Bare-Metal N/A * N
[9] Healthcare N Batch/Stream N/A * N/A * N

[45] Generic Y Batch/Stream Cloud Hypervisor N
[46] Generic N Batch N/A * N/A * Y †
[10] National Security Y Batch/Stream Bare-Metal N/A * N
[47] Large Corporations N Batch/Stream Cloud/Bare-Metal Any N
[48] IoT Y Stream Cloud/Bare-Metal N/A * N
[49] Generic N N/A * Cloud Container N
[50] Edge Computing Y Stream Bare-Metal Container N
[51] Security N N/A * Cloud Any N
[52] Generic Y Stream Cloud Any N

MC-BDP SMEOD Y Stream Cloud/Bare-Metal Container Y

* N/A means not applicable or not addressed by the author(s). † Qualitative data was analysed quantitatively.

The overview presented in Table 1 depicts the landscape of existing research in the
domain of big data processing, revealing significant variations in the focus areas, infras-
tructure used, and virtualization levels across different studies. A critical observation
derived from this table is the distinct nature of MC-BDP in its approach to big data stream
processing for SMEODs, particularly in its use of both cloud and bare-metal infrastructures
coupled with container-based virtualisation. This contrasts with most existing works,
which predominantly focus on either cloud or bare-metal environments, and often employ
hypervisor-based virtualisation. Additionally, while some studies address specific domains
such as IoT, healthcare, or national security, MC-BDP is unique in its focus on SMEODs,
a sector which faces unique challenges such as budget constraints and lack of in-house
technical expertise. The qualitative evaluation in MC-BDP further sets it apart, as it pro-
vides an empirical assessment of its practical applicability, something often lacking in other
studies. This gap in the literature, along with the unique combination of domain-specificity,
purpose-specificity, and a balance of cloud and bare-metal approaches in MC-BDP, under-
scores the novelty and significance of this research in addressing the needs of SMEODs in
the realm of big data stream processing.

2.1. Reference Architectures

A reference architecture for big data workflow management systems (BDWFMSs) was
proposed by [8] for processing data-intensive scientific workflows in the cloud. Although
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developed for processing big data using a distributed cloud-based infrastructure, BD-
WFMSs differs fundamentally from MC-BDP. Firstly, they were developed for the domain
of scientific workflows, whereas MC-BDP is targeted at SMEODs entering the realm of big
data stream analytics. Consequently, BDWFMSs do not specifically promote a multi-cloud
environment, nor are they motivated by the desire to mitigate the risk of vendor lock-in.
Virtualisation is provided at virtual machine level for BDWFMSs while MC-BDP uses
container-level virtualisation. Thus, BDWFMSs are more significantly affected by the lack
of standardisation in virtual machine models and specifications offered by each provider
than MC-BDP. When it comes to the experimental evaluation of BDWFMSs, their design
shares some similarities with MC-BDP’s, such as the introduction of a computationally
intensive calculation into some of the processing functions to observe how the system
performs at higher loads. Both the BDWFMS and MC-BDP used real historical data for
their experimental setups: the former looked for patterns in driving data for fifty New
York drivers over the course of an hour for its first case study and analysed astronomical
images for its second case study [8], while the latter calculated the energy efficiency of a
data centre based on energy consumption records collected over the course of a year as
part of its case study. An important difference between the experimental setups utilised to
evaluate both reference architectures was that MC-BDP used a simulator to emit the data in
real-time, whereas the BDWFMS analysed static data in its case studies. This difference can
be explained by MC-BDP’s focus on big data stream processing, whereas the BDWFMS’s
main concern is the processing of batch data.

The big data reference architecture was developed by the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) [43]. NBDRA is composed of five different roles (system
orchestrator, data provider, big data application provider, big data framework provider,
and data consumer) and two fabrics (security and management), each implemented inde-
pendently based on functional requirements. One significant difference between NBDRA
and MC-BDP is that the former has a wider scope, applying to big data in general, while
the latter applies specifically to the domain of big data streams for the SMEOD market.
As a result, the components or roles and fabrics identified by NBDRA are broader and
more abstract. As an example, the big data application provider role defined by NBDRA
is responsible for processing the data according to domain-specific business logic. In MC-
BDP’s proposal, a different emphasis was given to this role, represented as the processing
code uploaded to the big data framework. One of the main concerns of this study was to
investigate the overhead of running technologically agnostic code capable of processing
both batch and stream data. Given that development time is expensive, particularly in
the context of SMEODs at which MC-BDP is targeted, it was one of the objectives of this
study to measure the impact of technology agnosticism on performance. Finally, the data
provider and data consumer roles defined by NBDRA were not differentiated in MC-BDP’s
proposal. Since MC-BDP was designed for stream processing, it used the conceptual model
of a directed acyclic graphics, which is common in stream architectures [53,54]. Thus, the
output of a process becomes the input of another, and each node in the process is capable
of being both a provider and a consumer of data. The biggest difference between NBDRA
and MC-BDP is perhaps that MC-BDP focuses on commercial clouds to provide the infras-
tructure required for big data processing, whereas NBDRA is neutral in this respect. This
difference is explained by MC-BDP’s focus on implementers whose presence in the big
data arena is facilitated, to a great extent, by cloud computing.

The reference architecture proposed by [44] takes an approach similar to our archi-
tecture, starting with a thorough review of architectures and technologies for big data,
followed by the proposal of a reference architecture and subsequent evaluation. However,
their proposal focused on software only, whereas MC-BDP includes both hardware and
software. In particular, MC-BDP offers an in-depth look at the advantages of leveraging
container-based virtualisation technology to promote vendor lock-in mitigation and facili-
tate ingress into the big data market through cloud computing. Their proposed reference
architecture looked mainly at frameworks for processing batch data. NoSQL databases
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and the Hadoop ecosystem are described as relevant big data technologies. However,
stream-specific components of the Hadoop ecosystem such as Flink, Spark, and Storm are
not listed their research. MC-BDP, on the other hand, focuses on stream processing. Finally,
the evaluation of Maier’s reference architecture was performed by analysing the real-world
big data implementations of Facebook, LinkedIn, and Oracle and retrofitting them to the
reference architecture proposed [44]. While this study did perform a similar investigation
of real-world big data implementations [31], its purpose was not to evaluate the MC-BDP
proposal, but to gather requirements for it. The evaluation of MC-BDP was performed
through a concrete case-study, with both quantitative and qualitative data collected and
thoroughly analysed as part of the rigorous scientific process described in Section 4.

The generic architecture proposed by [9] has a number of elements in common with
MC-BDP, such as its reliance on existing open-source big data frameworks and its focus on
stream data processing for providing real-time intelligence. A fundamental difference is
that, even though its architecture is focused on stream processing and real-time analytics,
it contains a batch layer, implemented as a Hadoop cluster. This makes it an instance
of the Lambda architecture, as opposed to MC-BDP, which is purely concerned with big
data stream processing. Additionally, MC-BDP provides a domain-specific case study
evaluation using a mixed-methods approach to provide not only the quantitative measure-
ments needed to rigorously assess the contribution from a positivist standpoint, but also
a highly valued qualitative appraisal of its impact and potential applications within the
target domain.

A reference architecture for big data in the cloud focused on cost and the pay-as-you-
go model is offered by [45]. This study presents three implementation possibilities for its
reference architecture using stream processing technology offered by major commercial
cloud providers, namely, AWS, Google Cloud, and Azure. While some similarities can be
drawn between this proposal and MC-BDP, such as a focus on big data stream processing
on infrastructure commissioned from commercial cloud providers, there are some funda-
mental differences, such as the preoccupation with vendor lock-in mitigation. Ref. [45]’s
implementation proposals are neither portable nor interoperable with components on
different clouds. They state that there was a requirement for each service proposed to be
compatible with other services within the same provider (e.g., Amazon Kinesis Streams
to provide data to Kinesis applications and Google Cloud Pup/Sub for Google Cloud
Dataflow). There was, however, no requirement for the services selected to be compatible
with services from other clouds, thus reducing the risk of vendor lock-in. Since vendor
lock-in mitigation is one of the motivations of this study, the use of managed services
is avoided.

The reference architecture for big data proposed by [10] is similar to MC-BDP in that
it was designed for a specific domain. While MC-BDP focuses on the domain of big data
streams for implementers looking to take advantage of the economies of scale brought
about by cloud computing, their study’s contribution was developed for the domain of
national security. Technology agnosticism is a main concern of the reference architecture
proposed by the study [10], one which it shares with the current study. The evaluation
of the reference architecture was performed using a simple prototype implementation to
analyse a data flow of Twitter sentiment data using stream processing and merge it with
a news dataflow obtained through the processing of batch data to produce intelligence.
Differently from MC-BDP’s prototype evaluation, [10] was based on a typical Lambda
architecture implementation where stream and batch data were processed separately before
the results were merged. There was no controlled variation in the velocity of data ingress
as performed for the MC-BDP evaluation, since the authors’ objective was to demonstrate
the feasibility of the reference architecture, not measure its performance. Case-specific
implementations of such reference architecture within the domain of national security was
called for as future work to enable a more thorough evaluation of the proposed reference
architecture, similar to what was suggested by participants of the MC-BDP case study
following its prototype evaluation within the domain of smart buildings.
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A security reference architecture (SRA) for big data based on the UML notation was
proposed by [51]. Their contribution builds upon other industry-standard reference ar-
chitectures, particularly the NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework [43], by adding a
security dimension defined using UML diagrams. Although their proposition differs signif-
icantly from MC-BDP, it is included in this review because they highlight the importance of
incorporating security aspects into the early design stages of big data implementation [51].
This is the approach supported by this study and integrated into MC-BDP’s security layer
presented in Section 4.

Ref. [47] derived their reference architecture from studying publications related to four
real-world big data implementations: Facebook, Twitter, Netflix, and LinkedIn. This is a
similar approach to the study conducted early in this research where the Facebook, Twitter,
and Netflix architectures for big data were analysed to gather non-functional requirements
to inform the design of the MC-BDP reference architecture [31]. The use of an inductive
process to arrive at a generalisation common to the observed cases and applicable to future
cases is a known and widely used empirical methodology with its roots in [55]’s philosophy
of science. Within this review, a similar inductive process to derive a reference architecture
from known big data implementations from real-world companies was carried out by [56]
and [44]. One criticism which can be made of this approach is that the systems were not
evaluated in situ, nor were the source code and primary data available to the researchers.
Indeed, it would have been advantageous to conduct a case study with the companies and
to access their data, systems, and participants directly. However, as these are very large
global companies, a case study such as the one proposed was not feasible. The evaluation
of [47]’s reference architecture for big data systems was performed by retrofitting it to the
real-world implementations at Facebook, Twitter, Netflix, and LinkedIn. This approach
provides insufficient validation for the proposed model since it was derived from these
very same architectures by induction, so the generalisation should logically retrofit the
particular observations. The need for further validation through a real-world use case was
acknowledged by the authors as a limitation and is addressed by the current research.

2.2. Architectures, Technology Stacks, and Concrete Implementations

Ref. [48] proposed an architecture for big data streams which shares some common
aspects with MC-BDP, such as a focus on stream processing, reliance on open-source
technologies, and evaluation using real-world data emitted by a purpose-built simulator.
Among the principal differences is their aim to produce an architecture focused on the IoT
domain, while MC-BDP is a reference architecture aimed at the SMEOD market. Their eval-
uation methodology for the proposed architecture is comparable to that used for MC-BDP’s
empirical evaluation. A simulator was used to emit smart parking streaming data in real
time at different velocities, and the acquisition and processing times were independently
measured to understand the overhead introduced by their proposed architecture. The veloc-
ities used varied between one and one hundred messages per second, while in MC-BDP’s
experiments they varied between two and two thousand messages per second, making the
latter a more comprehensive test of the prototype under a heavy load. The focus of the
experiments and the metrics observed were fundamentally different. They were interested
in the speed of data processing while our research monitored performance metrics such as
CPU, memory, and network utilisation to understand the overhead introduced by different
features of the proposed reference architecture such as its multi-cloud proposal, as well
as scalability, fault tolerance, technology agnosticism, the use of windowing to process
streaming data, and container co-location. Ref. [49] proposed a specific technology stack
for the utilisation of commercial cloud computing resources with minimal risk of vendor
lock-in. Although not aimed at big data, their proposal shares some common aspects with
MC-BDP, such as the use of container-level virtualisation, an orchestrator, and promotion of
multi-cloud deployment as mitigation against the risk of vendor lock-in. In order to verify
the viability of their proposed technology stack, a prototype was built whereby a simple
browser game was deployed to three commercial providers as a containerised service. Nev-
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ertheless, plans on how the prototype was going to be evaluated, as well as a full account of
the research’s methodology, were not published. The architecture proposed by [50] for the
domain of edge cloud computing is an example of a Lambda architecture implementation
based on Hadoop for batch processing and Spark for stream processing. Although aimed at
very different domains, their research is relevant to the current study as it corroborates the
empirical methodology followed in MC-BDP’s evaluation. They evaluated the performance
of their containerised architecture based on Docker and swarms by measuring CPU and
memory utilisation at the container and node levels; disregarding disk I/O, since it is not
relevant to stream processing; and monitoring the total processing time. The differences,
however, are more significant. Ref. [50]’s architecture was developed for the domain of
edge computing, where computation is performed by smaller edge devices before being
transferred to the cloud. MC-BDP, on the other hand, was developed for SMEODs and aims
to transfer as much of the computation as possible to the cloud to take advantage of its
economies of scale. Although [50]’s choice of metrics and experimental setup were similar
to MC-BDP’s and provided validation for the decisions taken earlier in this study, their
experimental work differed considerably in terms of the infrastructure, container allocation,
container co-location, velocities, and windowing approach. MC-BDP’s evaluation was
more extensive, making it an important contribution to the field.

A recent contribution by [52] proposed a real-time scheduling algorithm for distributed
big data stream processing in a multi-region cloud infrastructure. Using task duplication,
the algorithm created by the authors schedules parallel tasks across different configured
regions within the same cloud, aiming to maximise resource utilisation while minimising
both costs and the completion time. The purpose of their work is rather different from that
of the current study: while the former’s main preoccupation was with achieving an effi-
cient method of running parallel co-dependent workflows by scheduling (and sometimes
duplicating) their component tasks, our research delegates the scheduling implementation
to the orchestrator and focuses, instead, on the underlying architecture. Nevertheless,
both studies are concerned with big data stream processing in a heterogeneous cloud
environment where price variation is particularly significant to implementers.

3. MC-BDP Reference Architecture
3.1. Methods

A gap was initially identified in the literature, reflecting a shortage of systematic
academic studies where container technology was applied to the domains of big data
processing and cloud computing [21]. Additionally, reference architectures with a focus on
cloud consumers based on models other than SaaS are under-studied. To address this gap,
our research aims to leverage the latest advances in containers and container orchestration
technology for a new PaaS-based multi-cloud reference architecture targeted at big data
stream processing.

As part of the requirements engineering phase, we conducted a critical review of
published work by three major big data corporations: Facebook, Twitter, and Netflix [31,57].
Ten non-functional requirements were identified and discussed in the context of these
companies’ architectures: batch data, stream data, late and out-of-order data, processing
guarantees, integration and extensibility, distribution and scalability, cloud support and
elasticity, fault tolerance, flow control, and flexibility and technology agnosticism. Based on
these requirements and industry’s best practices gathered from real-world implementations,
a new MC-BDP reference architecture for big data stream processing in a multi-cloud envi-
ronment was designed and developed. Subsequently, this architecture was implemented
as a prototype in an energy efficiency case study involving the Estates and Sustainability
departments at Leeds Beckett University. This case study used real data obtained by a
previous data centre energy efficiency study [58] to calculate its PUE (power usage effective-
ness). Since the mechanisms in place to emit consumption data and calculate the PUE have
not evolved since the original study took place, the data collected remained relevant. The
case study targeted by our research has been selected because it has characteristics which
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are appropriate for the testing of our prototype [59]. A needs analysis interview revealed
that the Estates and Sustainability departments at Leeds Beckett University managed data
which had inherent big data characteristics: volume (log files with operational data that
spans several years), velocity (data from meters that is sampled and streamed in real-time),
and variety (device log exports, for example, contain unstructured data, as the format
is specific to each manufacturer). The real-time sampling rate used for the data centre
energy efficiency study was, however, limited by the technology available at the time. For
the purpose of this research, the data granularity has been enhanced to meet the higher
volume and velocity requirements together with MC-BDP’s inherent strategy for dealing
with late data [60]. Due to operational and availability constraints, a simulation exercise
was carried out for the evaluation. Instead of using the real EGX300 server located at
one of Leeds Beckett University’s data centres, a simulator was written to emulate the
behaviour of this server. The simulator used real energy consumption data obtained from
the previous power usage effectiveness study [58] and readings were transmitted at desired
frequencies using an interpolation algorithm. While using a simulator carries lower risks
and is time and resource-efficient, it has the disadvantage of not providing real-time insight
into live data. The main purpose of this case study was to conduct a technical evaluation
of the proposed reference architecture. Three out of the ten non-functional requirements
were selected: scalability, fault tolerance, and technology agnosticism. This selection is
supported by current research in the field, as scalability and fault tolerance have been
identified as key issues in a systematic literature review of big data stream analytics [61].
Correspondingly, a major factor of concern, the vendor lock-in risk, was mitigated through
technology agnosticism. The seven remaining functional requirements were not evaluated
due to the time and scope limitations of this project.

3.2. Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure common to all simulations is summarised in Figure 1.
It starts with booting all participating machines, which are connected to the internet via
SSH secured by public key authentication. The decision to use a public key instead of
password authentication was informed by security considerations at the design stage of
the prototype, as recommended by the Cloud Computing Adoption Framework (CCAF)
proposed by [62]. Public key authentication is more secure than password authentication
given that, in the event of the server being compromised, password authentication confirms
a valid username/password combination to a potential attacker [63].
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The next step is to run a command in each machine to register with the swarm manager
as a worker. As part of this step, the machine’s IP address is sent to the swarm manager via
SSH. Since the Azure machines have static IP addresses, this step must be completed only
once for all experiments. The Google Cloud machines are configured with ephemeral IP
addresses, as static IP addresses are not available for purchase. For this reason, they must
be registered with the swarm manager after each reboot.

The Flink container services were launched from the Azure swarm manager virtual
machine via the Docker swarm interface, accessible through the SSH console. The Flink job
manager service used the multi-cloud network created using the Weave plugin and was
constrained to run on a dedicated machine. This constraint was introduced to isolate the
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job manager service from the task manager service running on worker nodes, thus allowing
for more granular monitoring and gathering of performance statistics. The image used
to create the job manager service was obtained from the Docker Hub repository and was
minimally modified. The Flink task manager service, distributed across different containers,
also used the network created using the Weave plugin. A constraint was added to run this
service on any machine but the one dedicated to run the job manager service. Once the task
manager service was up and running, it was scaled to the desired level of parallelism using
the Docker swarm interface.

Once the data processing job is running, initial statistics are gathered using the Weave
Cloud service [64]. CPU and memory utilisation metrics are verified to check for discrepan-
cies such as readings which are abnormally high or low. Any reading above 2% or below
0.1% for CPU utilisation was considered abnormal, and the setup process was restarted
with a fresh reboot of the machine where the abnormality was observed. Similarly, any
reading above 600 MB or below 200 MB for memory utilisation was considered abnormal
and warranted a reboot of the machine and a restart of the setup process.

With the data processing job running and ready to receive data, the energy consump-
tion simulator job is started using the graphical user interface. It runs for five minutes,
transmitting data at the desired frequency. Once the energy consumption simulator finishes
transmitting data, it displays the start and end transmission times. These are noted and
used to set the times that the Azure Log Analytics queries are run ‘from and to’. The setup
is then cleared to prepare it for the next experiment: the PUE processor job is stopped
via the Flink job manager interface, the Flink job manager and task manager services are
stopped using the Docker swarm interface, the nodes are removed from the swarm, and
the virtual machines are switched off. The final step in the process is to run the Azure Log
Analytics queries using the Azure Portal. The ‘from and to’ times are set to the start and
end transmission times. The queries executed are shown in Figure A1.

For the container co-location experiments, because the number of containers per node
was no longer fixed at one, in order to compare the performance of clusters with different
co-location distributions, the container measurements were aggregated, as per Figure A2,
to generate node-level values. For metrics which constitute a sum (node network receive
bytes and node network send bytes), the aggregation was calculated as the sum of the
container-level measurements. For metrics which constitute an average (average node CPU
utilisation and average node memory utilisation), the aggregation was calculated as the
sum of the average utilisation of each container running on a node. Finally, for metrics
which constitute a maximum, the aggregation of measurements at the container level to
derive metrics at node level (CPU utilisation maximum and memory utilisation maximum)
is inherently more complex.

3.3. MC-BDP Reference Architecture for Big Data Stream Processing

MC-BDP is an evolution of the PaaS-BDP architectural pattern originally proposed
by the authors. While PaaS-BDP introduced a framework-agnostic programming model
for batch and stream processing and enabled different frameworks to share a pool of
resources [65], MC-BDP focuses on stream processing and expands the previous model by
explicitly prescribing a multi-tenant environment where nodes are deployed to multiple
clouds [57]. Therefore, the rationale for proposing a multi-cloud model is to mitigate the
risk of vendor lock-in, perceived as a major obstacle to the adoption of cloud computing.

3.4. MC-BDP Architectural Layers

The MC-BDP reference architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The model comprises
six horizontal and three vertical layers. At the lowest level is the persistence layer, used
in different ways and to varying degrees by components in the node, container, service,
and messaging layers. The next layer represents nodes or machines which can be physical
or virtual. It is followed by the containers layer, which provides an additional layer of
virtualisation, isolation, and abstraction on top of each node. Networking is represented
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next since, in a distributed system used for big data processing, all processing units must
be capable of communicating in order to enable parallel data processing. Networked
containers working as part of a single distributed system must be centrally managed
and coordinated, which is why orchestration is shown as the next layer in the diagram.
Finally, a services layer contains all the application services deployed in the infrastructure
described, including those responsible for processing big data as a stream and those used
for monitoring and analytics. Security, monitoring, and messaging are represented as
vertical layers, as they permeate every other layer in the diagram.
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3.4.1. The Persistence Layer

The persistence layer consists of file stores, disk space, and relational and non-
relational databases. In the context of MC-BDP, it is used differently by components
in other layers, namely, the node, container, service, and messaging layers. Depending on
how monitoring is implemented, it can also use some form of persistence although, if a
cloud service is used, its representation falls outside the scope of the diagram represented
in Figure 2.

Typically, bare metal nodes hosted on-premises contain a hard disk drive (HDD) which
uses magnetic recording technology to store information [66]. Likewise, virtual machines
commissioned from commercial cloud providers include a configurable amount of disk
space which can be increased or decreased as needed. Although this research focuses
on the stream aspect of big data and therefore on processes which are not disk-intensive
or storage-focused, it is aware that some degree of disk usage does happen at the node
level. Likewise, containers running on physical or virtual machines are configured with an
amount of disk space which can be fixed or flexible up to the maximum amount available
on the host.

Services deployed to containers could be configured to use external storage such as
databases or file stores hosted on bare metal or in the cloud. In MC-BDP’s context of stream
data processing, for instance, external storage is used primarily in checkpointing, a common
approach used by large scale distributed architectures to provide fault tolerance [31]. The
Flink framework, used in the prototype implementation of MC-BDP, recommends that
states be stored in an external file system or database for extra resilience [67]. The cloud
simplifies the provision of these storage resources, which can be commissioned as services
and easily configured to provide an adequate level of resilience. MC-BDP’s messaging
layer also involves an element of persistence, albeit for a short (configurable) amount of
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time. One of the reasons for this requirement is to allow consumers of the data to handle
backpressure. Thus, should data processing slow down, the messaging layer can continue
to receive new data while old data remains stored in the brokers waiting for its consumers
to catch up.

Finally, for general persistence requirements such as the introduction of a sink to
store data after processing, MC-BDP recommends a physical or cloud-based database or
distributed file system such as Hadoop [68] or Aurora [69]. The advantages of using a
cloud-based service are high scalability and fault tolerance, security out-of-the-box, and a
potentially lower initial investment and maintenance cost, since the service is fully managed
by the cloud provider [69–71].

3.4.2. The Node Layer

The node layer on PaaS-BDP, a predecessor of MC-BDP developed in the early stages
of this research, was composed of physical or virtual machines to which containers were
deployed [60]. MC-BDP was developed in an effort to reduce entry barriers for SMEODs to
big data analytics. Taking into account that some of the biggest entry barriers perceived
by such companies are the initial investment required and the risk of vendor lock-in [32],
MC-BDP recommends an infrastructure based on commercial clouds and, where possible,
it recommends that multiple clouds be utilised simultaneously. It is worth noting that
MC-BDP is based on a minimal platform-as-a-service (PaaS) model where virtual machines
with an operating system and a container runtime are provided. Any other dependencies
needed for containerised services to run are specified in their respective container images
and imported from public or private repositories at runtime, thus decoupling these services
from the environment where they run and allowing for a very lightweight PaaS model [60].

One of the advantages of a lightweight PaaS model is that virtual machines have
the potential to be cheaper, since no middleware or runtime technologies other than the
container runtime need to be provided, maintained, or kept up to date. Additionally, there
is a greater chance that different cloud providers’ offerings will be equivalent, since fewer
components are involved, thus enabling consumers to compare them in terms of price,
SLAs, or other non-technical criteria. Since lack of standardisation amongst providers
has been identified as one of the challenges in the field of cloud computing [72], research
developments such as MC-BDP must be careful to account for it in their design. The
proposal of a lightweight PaaS systems thus conforms with the state of current research in
the field.

3.4.3. The Container Layer

The container layer consists of containers running services based on container images.
A container image can be understood as the blueprint of a service. It contains information
about the dependencies needed to build the service such as runtime and middleware,
as well as the addresses from where these can be fetched. Additionally, images contain
instructions on how to build and deploy the service as a container, including the setting of
environment variables and the mapping of ports. Images can be stored in public or private
repositories, from which they can be easily retrieved and shared among developers. Since
images contain all the necessary configuration that a service needs to run, nothing needs to
be installed on the platform other than the container runtime, thus allowing consumers to
compare offerings by different cloud providers more easily and to migrate to a different
provider if needed.

The Open Container Initiative (OCI) was launched by the Linux Foundation with
the purpose of standardising container image formats and container runtime [73]. It has
received widespread support in the community, including large donations of code by
Docker [74], and is therefore proposed as MC-BDP’s containerisation technology com-
pliancy requirement. Due to Docker’s status as a paradigm in the industry today, this
technology is suggested as a good fit for default implementations, since it has a strong
community of adopters as well as an abundance of documentation. It is worth highlighting,
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however, that other container technologies such as Linux Containers (LXC), OpenVZ, and
Linux-VServer exist, and could be used in place of Docker provided that they were sup-
ported by the orchestration technology selected. One clear advantage of using Docker is its
popularity, as reported by Sysdig in their 2019 Container Usage Report [75]. According to
this report, based on over two million real-world containers monitored by their technology,
alternative runtimes such as Mesos or Linux Containers suffered a significant drop in usage
and are nearly non-existent in recent commercial deployments. Docker, on the other hand,
had an adoption of 79%, while a newcomer, CRI-O, amassed an impressive 4% of the
market. The Sysdig report foresees an increase in the popularity of new container tech-
nologies as consequence of the standardisation promoted by the Open Container Initiative
(OCI) [75]. This research is aware of this predicted trend and therefore adopts a flexible
stance with regards to the container technology adopted.

3.4.4. The Networking Layer

The networking layer represents a network which allows containers deployed to differ-
ent nodes at different locations to communicate seamlessly. As MC-BDP is a container-based
reference architecture, it departs from the traditional approach of networking machines
to that of networking containers. Since containers are standalone abstractions decoupled
from the environment where they run, it is a sensible design decision to network at the
container, rather than the node level.

There are different ways in which networking can be implemented at the container
level, and MC-BDP is agnostic in this regard. Some examples are:

• Pipework, a legacy networking tool based on Linux’s cgroups and namespaces [76].
• Flannel, a virtual network that provides a subnet to each host to use with container

runtimes [77].
• Open vSwitch, which creates either an underlay or overlay network to connect con-

tainers running on multiple hosts [78].
• Weave Net, a Docker plugin that creates a virtual network to connect Docker containers

across multiple hosts and enable their automatic discovery [79].

Although some container orchestrators claim to offer out-of-the-box networking [80],
when building a prototype for MC-BDP using Docker swarms, it was observed that only
containers deployed to machines in the same cloud could communicate with each other. In
order to achieve inter-cloud networking, the Weave Net plugin had to be installed [81]. The
Weave Net plugin is built around the concept of an overlay network, defined as an abstract
network built on top of an existing physical network. The plugin deploys a router container
and creates a network bridge on each host. The router uses TCP and UDP connections
to transfer packets to other routers in the network, connected via the network bridges.
Packets destined for containers located within the same host are handled by the kernel
directly without going through the network [82]. In the context of the proposed reference
architecture, this feature is particularly desirable since commercial cloud consumers are
charged for the number of packets transferred over the network. The overlay network
provided by the Weave Net plugin is thus a suitable technology for the implementation
of container-to-container networking in the context of the reference architecture proposed.
Nevertheless, MC-BDP remains agnostic in terms of the technology or approach selected
for network containers hosted in different clouds.

3.4.5. The Orchestration Layer

MC-BDP’s orchestration layer is responsible for launching, stopping, and managing
containers in a cluster. It is therefore in charge of managing services deployed to containers,
registering additional nodes from different clouds (or removing them), scaling the number
of containers that a service runs on, controlling which containers run on which nodes, and
monitoring the overall state of the cluster. A number of technologies exist for providing
container cluster orchestration, the most popular of which is Kubernetes, developed by
Google and later open-sourced to the wider community [83]. As Kubernetes is the most
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established orchestrator technology at present, and Docker swarms are becoming increas-
ingly popular due to their simplicity and ease of installation, most container networking
technologies are compatible with them (Flannel, Open vSwitch, Weave Net).

Ref. [28] conducted a thorough survey of container orchestration systems whereby
ten popular technologies were evaluated and classified according to three main categories
(application model, scheduling, and cluster infrastructure and management), each with a
number of sub-categories. MC-BDP is agnostic in terms of the orchestration technology
used; provided that it is compatible with the container and container networking approach
selected, orchestration could be implemented with any of the technologies reviewed in the
aforementioned study.

3.4.6. The Service Layer

The service layer comprises the applications deployed to the container cluster, which
range from smaller-scale deployments such as front-end user interfaces to larger-scale
frameworks for big data processing distributed across hundreds of containers. MC-BDP
relies on established big data frameworks to undertake the parallel processing of streaming
data. They are responsible for parallelizing the computations, scheduling work between
the processing units, and ensuring fault tolerance at the data processing level. As with
previous components, MC-BDP is agnostic with regards to the big data framework used
for data processing, provided that it can be deployed as a set of containerized services.

The service layer for a container-based reference architecture such as MC-BDP can
be relatively complex, since advances in technology have made it possible to deploy
monitoring and messaging services, as well as databases and file stores, as containerized
services. This challenges the traditional stratified layering approach. Given the advantages
of deploying parts of the architecture as containerised services, namely, greater portability
and interoperability and a reduction in the risk of vendor lock-in, this research recommends
that containers be the preferred deployment strategy of implementers. Thus, instead of
a traditional layered approach containing a very busy services layer with components
represented indistinguishably, this research proposes a service-optimised layer diagram
where vertical swim lanes separate service components by function, as depicted in Figure 2.

3.4.7. The Security Layer

The security layer is orthogonal to all other layers, since it is implemented in multiple
contexts. Encryption, for example, can be configured independently at the framework,
orchestration, networking, messaging, and persistence levels. In the prototype implementa-
tion of MC-BDP, access to cloud-based virtual machines is achieved via SSH connections
authenticated by public keys. Not only is public key authentication the recommended and
most secure authentication method, but cryptographic algorithms are used to secure both
the client and server ends of the connection, and all data transmitted is encrypted [84]. Due
to the complexity inherent to the security aspect of large-scale cloud-based systems, [62]
recommend addressing it through a systematic and comprehensive framework which
is multi-layer and multi-purpose. This research used the Cloud Computing Adoption
Framework (CCAF) proposed by these authors [62] in its prototype implementation of
the MC-BDP reference architecture. However, it remains agnostic with regards to which
security framework is ultimately implemented in specific cases.

3.4.8. The Monitoring Layer

The monitoring layer consists of services aimed at providing metrics related to the
performance of specific components. Since diverse aspects of a system can be, and usually
are, monitored, this layer is also orthogonal to the others, and would likewise benefit
from a systematic approach such as a multi-layer and multi-purpose framework. Separate
advances have been made to provide a monitoring framework for cloud systems [63] and
for big data systems [85]. However, this study believes an integrated approach similar
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to [62]’s CCAF is more suitable to the domain of big data in the cloud, since monitoring
incorporates diverse aspects pertaining to different layers.

As an example, MC-BDP’s prototype implementation utilised, at the application level,
the Flink metrics functionality of the Flink framework [86]. At the orchestration layer,
there were two monitoring perspectives employed: swarm monitoring and Prometheus
monitoring. Swarm monitoring provided a terminal-based interface through which the
state of the cluster could be monitored. Information, such as which nodes were part of the
overlay network and which joined the cluster and which containers were running which
services, was available by running simple command queries [87]. Prometheus monitoring,
implemented as part of a Weave Cloud installation, provided similar information, but
displayed it in a more user-friendly way through a graphical user interface provided by
Weave Cloud [64].

At the networking layer, monitoring for the MC-BDP prototype was provided by the
Weave command line interface, which showed the nodes connected to the overlay network
and their status [81]. At the container level, information such as the status of each container,
the services they were running, and CPU, memory, and network usage were monitored by
three different technologies: Prometheus, Weave Cloud, and Azure Container Monitoring.
Essentially, Weave Cloud provided an easy-to-use and aesthetically pleasing user interface
for Prometheus, on which it is based. Prometheus queries were also run directly to obtain
more fine-grained data. Finally, the Azure Container Monitoring service was used to obtain
and analyse container performance metrics.

At the virtual machine level, Weave Cloud was used in combination with Azure Log
Analytics. At the persistence level, Azure storage analytics was used for monitoring the
Azure database commissioned as a service. Finally, at the messaging level, the Confluence
Control Centre was used to monitor the health of the Kafka server [88].

3.4.9. The Messaging Layer

The messaging layer is used primarily to facilitate the transmission of data from one
system to another. One example of such usage in the context of streaming architectures is
use as a sink or output for real-time data from IOT devices and as a source or input for big
data processing frameworks. Likewise, the messaging layer could be configured as a sink
for the result of the data processing performed by the big data framework and as a source
for subsequent processing by the same or a different framework.

As MC-BDP is a reference architecture for big data stream processing, it is recom-
mended that the messaging technology be distributed and scalable in order to avoid
bottlenecks. It should also be fault-tolerant so that processing can continue with minimal
disruption in the event of a node, container, or even region failure. If savings derived from
economies of scale are to be maximised, it is recommended that the messaging layer be
implemented as a set of containerised services. Finally, in order to facilitate the handling
of backpressure without loss of data by the big data framework, it is advisable that the
messaging technology be capable of a buffering or persisting state for a short (configurable)
amount of time. Technologies such as Google Cloud’s Pub/Sub [89], Amazon Kinesis [90],
or Apache Kafka [91] are suitable choices to fulfil these requirements. The latter was se-
lected for the prototype implementation of MC-BDP since the others are cloud services and
carry an inherent risk of vendor lock-in.

3.5. MC-BDP Prototype Implementation

This section summarises the case study based on which a prototype was created to
evaluate the MC-BDP reference architecture. It also describes the results of MC-BDP’s
quantitative evaluation. A needs analysis exercise conducted at the start of our research
revealed the existence of previous research conducted in 2012 with the Sustainability Centre
at Leeds Beckett University to assess the energy efficiency of a data centre by calculating
its power usage effectiveness (PUE) [58], and our current study leveraged more advanced
technology with an aim of providing close-to-real-time data processing.
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Figure 3 summarises the original PUE calculation process: energy consumption read-
ings from IT equipment and from the rooms in the data centre building were sent to an
EGX300 integrated gateway server. The data was then extracted into Excel reports as an ad
hoc process. Notably, the readings were emitted every 30 min, and the log extraction into
Excel took 43 min to run [58]. Moreover, the reporting was produced retrospectively on a
pull basis. A simulator was developed to emulate the behaviour of the EGX300 integrated
gateway server at the Woodhouse Data Centre at Leeds Beckett University.
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Figure 3. Original PUE calculation process at Woodhouse Data Centre.

The components involved in the prototype implementation of MC-BDP and their
interfaces are shown in Figure 4. The energy consumption simulator provides a simple
web-based interface through which a user can launch a simulation (e.g., transmit energy
consumption records every 5 s for 10 min). It interfaces with the energy consumption
producer component which receives historical readings from a database hosted in the
Azure cloud, uses the data interpolator to generate realistic readings based on the historical
readings, and emits the results to a Kafka server in the frequency requested. The PUE
processor component is a distributed big data stream processing pipeline which runs on
the Flink framework. It consumes the energy readings from Kafka, calculates the PUE, then
exposes the results which, in the example depicted in the diagram, are posted to an Azure
Event Hub. Different configurations were used in the development, including logging
the results to a file to verify accuracy and posting them back to a different Kafka topic.
Microsoft Power BI integrates easily with the Azure Event Hub and was used to create a
simple dashboard to display the PUE calculations in real time. The formatted PUE results
from the Azure Event Hub were also stored using Azure Blob Storage as proof of concept.
The framework and orchestrator components shown on the bottom right-hand side of the
diagram show how the processing job is launched and the parallelism is set through the
job manager interface. The work is then distributed across several parallel task managers.
The number of job managers and task managers available is controlled by the orchestrator,
since these components run as containerised services, and the interface to scale these up or
down is also exposed.
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The EGX300 integrated gateway server simulator is used to transmit data for the
prototype implementation. The simulator comprises three modules: a data interpolator, a
transmitter to transmit readings at desired frequencies, and a front-end user interface. The
data interpolator component is a simple Maven project with a single class and a single static
method. The static method takes an original consumption record for a given duration as a
parameter and outputs simulated consumption records for a shorter duration contained in
the initial duration. Instead of using a simple average to calculate how much energy was
consumed for smaller durations contained within the original duration, the consumption
values generated vary randomly, up to a maximum variation percentage passed in as
a parameter. The energy consumption producer component was developed to gather
energy consumption records from the original readings database, generate interpolated
records using the data interpolator, and emit generated readings to the Kafka server in
the desired time interval. Finally, the energy consumption simulator is a very simple
out-of-the-box MVC application designed to gather runtime values from the user and
pass them to the energy consumption producer. It captures user input for how many
records to retrieve from the database, the maximum number of records to query per request,
the duration that each original record corresponds to, the desired duration, the desired
variation, and the credentials to access the database. The full implementation code, unit
tests, and commit history for all components are available in public repositories [92–94].
The main technologies used in the prototype implementation of MC-BDP, the alternatives
considered, and the rationale for selection are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of technologies used in MC-BDP prototype implementation.

Technology Purpose Alternatives Considered Rationale

Virtual Machines from
Azure, Google, and OSDC

Run Kafka server,
orchestration, data

processing, and
monitoring containers

Virtual machines from
different providers, private

cloud, bare metal, CaaS

The experiments were designed to
evaluate a multi-cloud setup using
commercial providers. Grants were

received from the providers selected.

Linux Operating System Run containers on a
PaaS model

Windows, macOS,
ChromeOS

Native integration with Docker,
open-source, and free of costs.

Docker Containers
Run the big data
framework’s data

processing containers

Linux Containers (LXC),
OpenVZ, or Linux-VServer

Most popular container technology,
open-source.

Docker Swarms Container orchestration Kubernetes, Mesos

Although Kubernetes is more
feature-rich and more widely used,

Docker swarms are simpler to
configure and native to Docker.

Weave Net Container networking
across clouds

Pipework, Flannel,
Open vSwitch

Simple to install, support for
multi-cloud networking.

Kafka Stream data source. Pub/Sub, Kinesis,
RabbitMQ

Open-source, persistent, scalable,
suitable for high data throughput.

Flink Stream processing Spark, Dataflow

Flink was, at the time of
implementation, the most capable

open-source runner for Apache
Beam [95]. It was also available as a

set of containerised services
for Docker.

In evaluating the MC-BDP reference architecture, it is evident that its assumptions and
design are deeply rooted in the practicalities of current cloud-based data processing. The
model’s reliance on advanced technology for near real-time data processing is particularly
relevant. This approach reflects the ongoing evolution in cloud and big data technologies,
making it a realistic and forward-thinking choice. Furthermore, the use of a simulator to
emulate the behavior of the EGX300 integrated gateway server illustrates a commitment
to accuracy and feasibility in a controlled environment, which is crucial for credible and
replicable research.

The shift towards real-time data processing and reporting, using sophisticated tools
such as Kafka and Azure Event Hub, aligns perfectly with current industry trends. This
not only enhances the model’s applicability in real-world scenarios but also showcases an
understanding of the dynamic nature of data processing in modern times. The integration
of various components, such as a data interpolator and a PUE processor, in the Flink
framework, mirrors the complexity often encountered in the industry, thus adding another
layer of realism to the study.

The scalability aspect of the model, facilitated through cloud integration and the ability
to adjust computational resources, is also a testament to its practicality and relevance. This
aspect is particularly important given the fluctuating demands in big data processing.
In summary, the MC-BDP model has its foundations firmly planted in the realities of
contemporary big data challenges and cloud computing solutions.

4. MC-BDP Prototype Evaluation

The ever-increasing volume, velocity, and variety of big data means that architectures
designed to process it need an infrastructure capable of expanding accordingly. Moreover,
since big data processing is generally performed by distributed nodes, there must be
provisions in place to ensure that the system continues to operate normally should one of
the nodes fail. Both these qualities are most adequately provisioned by cloud computing,
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which offers scalability and fault tolerance at potentially lower costs due to its economies of
scale. However, an innovative approach to utilising commercial clouds from the perspective
of an implementer wishing to mitigate the risk of vendor lock-in is needed, and MC-BDP
was created to fulfil this demand. The experiments in this section measure container CPU
and memory utilisation, as well as network utilisation in clusters of different sizes, to
understand the impact of scaling up or down on resource consumption. Likewise, the
same metrics are used to understand how different configurations of containers deployed
to different clouds may have an impact on resource consumption in a scenario of fault
tolerance, e.g., when one of the nodes becomes unavailable mid-processing.

Being able to write the data processing code once and run it in different platforms and
frameworks has also been identified as a desirable requirement for companies who may not
have the technical expertise in-house to maintain complex bespoke programs. Moreover,
preventing duplication and promoting reuse is an accepted software development principle
which implementers should strive to observe in order to promote efficiency and enhance the
maintainability of the system in the long run [96]. Technology agnosticism is enabled, in this
prototype implementation, by using the Beam framework. The experiments in this section
aim to compare CPU, memory, and network utilisation in clusters running equivalent Beam
and Flink processing code to determine whether one, which is technologically agnostic, has
a significant advantage over the other, which is not.

Finally, an understanding of how different windowing rates and container co-location
configurations affect resource utilisation was needed so implementers could make more
informed business and architectural decisions, particularly in the cloud, where the financial
impact of such decisions is more readily felt. CPU, memory, and network utilisation were
measured in configurations using different windowing rates to determine the effect of the
latter on resource consumption. Likewise, the same metrics were monitored in experiments
using different container co-locations to understand whether co-locating containers in the
same virtual machine (or the same cloud) had a measurable effect on resource consumption.

This section describes the results of the quantitative evaluation of the MC-BDP ref-
erence architecture for big data stream processing in a multi-cloud environment. The
evaluated dimensions are the scalability, fault tolerance, technology agnosticism, window-
ing rate versus resource utilisation, and container co-location. An understanding of the
impact of these dimensions on resource consumption is needed in order to validate the
applicability of MC-BDP to a commercial cloud context where resources are charged on a
pay-as-you-go model. A total of 110 experiments have been conducted for this research.
The details of the experimental design have been tabulated in Tables A2–A4.

4.1. Experimental Results

The experimental results for the evaluation of the MC-BDP reference architecture are
described in this section. Three categories of experiments were run, where each metric
was monitored for different velocities, windowing rates, and cluster sizes. The velocity for
all experiments was measured as two records per time unit and represents the speed of
emission for: (1) total energy consumption of the data centre and (2) energy consumption
by the IT equipment in the data centre. The windowing rate represents the period (how
often a window of processing starts) divided by the duration (how long each window lasts).
For example, the scalability, fault tolerance, and technology agnosticism experiments used a
sliding window of five seconds, starting every second, for data processing. Non-parametric
Mann–Whitney U tests (two independent samples) were employed for hypothesis testing
due to the very small sample sizes [97]. The significance level chosen for all tests was
α = 0.05. The null hypothesis (Ho) was that the means of the two samples were not
significantly different, while the alternative hypothesis, Ha, stated otherwise.

4.1.1. Average Container CPU Utilisation

Based on the summary results for average CPU utilisation presented in Table 3, the
following conclusions were drawn: (i) average container CPU utilisation by velocity for
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scalability—means of three or six workers (single and multi) are not significantly different
from each other. The same conclusion was drawn for all the possible combinations of three
workers (single and multiple) compared to six workers (single and multiple); (ii) average
container CPU utilisation by velocity for fault tolerance—the same conclusions for all
combinations in (i); (iii) average container CPU utilisation by velocity for technology
agnosticism—the means for three or six workers (Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple) were
found not to be significantly different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn
for three workers [(Beam, Flink) and (single, multiple)] x six workers [(Beam, Flink) and
(single, multiple)]. In terms of the number of workers (three, six, ten), the means were also
not significantly different from each other for the average container CPU utilisation by
windowing rate.

Table 3. Experimental results for the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture in terms of average
CPU utilisation.

Average CPU
Utilisation

Hypothesis Testing
Results,
Average

Container CPU
Utilisation
By Velocity

Scalability Metrics (for Workers)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

2
records/time Single % Multi % Single % Multi % Three Workers and Three Workers (Single and

Multi)

1 min 3.52 3.44 2.51 3.61 p-value = 0.8857, accept Ho

1 sec 37.94 40.21 18.22 23.17 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 42.25 36.39 25.46 26.24 p-value = 0.1905, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.2857, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.1905, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.2857, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 41.58 45.46 23.02 29.27

1 ms NA NA 36.26 33.02 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 31.32 31.38 17.30 20.57 p-value = 0.5476, accept Ho

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

2
records/time Single % Multi % Single % Multi % Three Workers and Three Workers (Single

and Multi)

1 min 10.08 3.58 4.97 5.02 p-value = 0.3429, accept Ho

1 sec 7.11 5.92 6.25 8.30 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 11.09 14.83 8.44 7.17 p-value = 0.3429, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.4857, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.8857, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.8857, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 22.68 8.83 16.55 16.90

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 12.74 8.29 9.05 9.35 p-value = 0.8857, accept Ho

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

2
records/time Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S% M% S% M% S% M% S% M% Three Workers and Three Workers (Single and
Multi)

1 min 3.4 2.9 3.4 1.9 1.5 2.6 2.1 2.6 p-value = 0.6905, accept
Ho

p-value = 0.4633, accept
Ho

1 sec 33.8 27.9 36.5 34.3 19.7 17.3 20.0 16.6 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])
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Table 3. Cont.

Average CPU
Utilisation

Hypothesis Testing
Results,
Average

Container CPU
Utilisation
By Velocity

100 ms 44.7 36.5 38.5 36.1 23.2 23.2 18.7 20.2 p-value = 0.1425, accept
Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.1508, accept
Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.1425, accept
Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.4206, accept
Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.1508, accept
Ho (M,S)

p-value =0.1508, accept
Ho (M,M)10 ms 46.4 35.9 37.4 36.8 23.2 29.0 18.6 20.8

1 ms 64.8 66.7 35.2 36.5 35.6 37.2 17.7 18.4 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 36.82 33.98 30.20 29.12 20.64 21.86 15.42 15.72 p-value = 0.8325,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho

Average of
Container CPU
Utilisation by

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing
Rate

(Period/
Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3) (%)

Six Workers
(n = 6) (%)

Ten Workers
(n = 10) (%) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

0.1 80 46 29 Three Workers and Six Workers

0.2 39 19 16 p-value = 0.4206, accept Ho

1.0 16 9 6 Three Workers and Ten Workers

1.5 10 6 6 p-value = 0.1719, accept Ho

2.0 8 7 5 Six Workers and Ten Workers

Average 30.60 10.25 12.40 p-value = 0.3976, accept Ho

Average node CPU
utilisation by
node Cluster

Container Co-Location Metrics

Cluster (n = 1) (%) Cluster
(n = 2) (%)

Cluster
(n = 4) (%)

13.39 15.96 14.47

Note: NA means data is not available.

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the average CPU utilisation
by velocity, windowing rate, and cluster are tabulated in Table A5. The velocity is measured
in two records per time, where the time units have been converted to seconds (0.001, 0.01,
0.1, 1.0, 60.0). Due to the inconsistent time interval, a linear trend is not appropriate. Thus,
a more appropriate model would either be an exponential (when the initial decrease is
gradual, followed by a sharp decrease), logarithmic (when the initial decrease is sharp,
followed by a gradual decrease), power, or polynomial regression model. Notably, the type
of regression model was chosen based on the highest R-squared value. Graphical displays
for all the regression models cannot be included in this paper due to space constraints.

4.1.2. Maximum Container CPU Utilisation

Based on the summary results for maximum CPU utilisation presented in Table 4, the
following conclusions were drawn: (i) maximum container CPU utilisation by velocity
for scalability—means of three or six workers (single and multiple) are not significantly
different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn for all the possible combinations
of three workers (single and multiple) compared to six workers (single and multiple);
(ii) maximum container CPU utilisation by velocity for fault tolerance—the same con-
clusions for all combinations in (i); (iii) maximum container CPU utilisation by velocity
for technology agnosticism—all means for three or six workers (Beam, Flink) x (single,
multiple) were compared and found not to be significantly different from each other. The
same conclusion was drawn for three workers [(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)] and six
workers [(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)]. In terms of the number of workers (three,
six, ten), the means were also not significantly different from each other for the maximum
container CPU utilisation by windowing rate.
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Table 4. Experimental results for the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture in terms of
maximum CPU utilisation.

Maximum
Container CPU

Utilisation
By Velocity

Scalability Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single % Multi % Single
% Multi % Three Workers and Three Workers (Single

and Multi)

1 min 25 41 39 36 p-value = 0.7715, accept Ho

1 sec 70 70 71 56 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 86 67 84 60 p-value = 0.9048, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 1.0952, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 1.0952, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.9048, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 90 89 64 88

1 ms NA NA 88 92 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 67.75 66.75 64.50 60.00 p-value = 0.9166, accept Ho

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single % Multi % Single
% Multi % Three Workers and Three Workers (Single

and Multi)

1 min 24 7 17 15 p-value = 0.08143, accept Ho

1 sec 17 13 13 28 Three Workers and Six
Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 25 24 22 20 p-value = 0.3836, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.8857, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.3836, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.1143, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 58 14 47 54

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 31.00 14.50 24.75 29.25 p-value = 0.6857, accept Ho

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S% M% S% M% S% M% S% M% Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 27 27 27 20 27 38 19 18 p-value = 0.8335,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho

1 sec 70 53 44 41 59 44 29 25 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 79 79 62 47 70 49 30 27 p-value = 0.4606,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.7533,
accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.09369,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.04653,
accept Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.09369,
accept Ho (M,S)

p-value =0.03615,
accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 90 75 54 55 66 71 29 38

1 ms 92 95 50 46 92 91 31 28 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 71.60 65.80 47.40 41.80 62.80 58.60 27.60 27.20 p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho
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Table 4. Cont.

Maximum
Container CPU
Utilisation by

Windowing Rate
(Period/

Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing
Rate

(Period/
Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3) (%)

Six Workers
(n = 6) (%)

Ten Workers
(n = 10) (%)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 93 92 86 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 85 50 72 p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

1.0 41 40 44 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 32 45 42 p-value = 0.6905,
accept Ho

2.0 24 26 40 Six Workers and Ten
Workers

Average 55.00 50.60 56.80 p-value = 0.9166,
accept Ho

Maximum node
CPU utilisation
by node Cluster

Container Co-Location Metrics

Cluster (n = 1) (%) Cluster (n = 2) (%) Cluster (n = 4) (%)

43.00 83.00 64.00

Maximum node
CPU utilisation
by Windowing
Rate and node

Cluster

Windowing
Rate

(Period/
Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1) (%)

Cluster
(n = 2) (%)

Cluster
(n = 4) (%)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 43.00 83.00 63.50 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 26.17 69.00 40.00 p-value = 0.2000,
accept Ho

1.0 11.58 30.00 17.00 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 11.93 13.00 20.00 p-value = 0.4857,
accept Ho

Average 23.17 48.75 35.13 Six Workers and Ten
Workers

p-value = 0.6857,
accept Ho

Note: NA means data is not available.

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the maximum CPU utilisation
by velocity, windowing rate, and cluster are tabulated in Table A6.

4.1.3. Average Container Memory Utilisation

Based on the summary results for average memory utilisation presented in Table 5,
the following conclusions were drawn: (i) average container memory utilisation by velocity
for scalability—the means of three or six workers (single and multiple) are not significantly
different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn for all the possible combinations
of three workers (single and multiple) x six workers (single and multiple); (ii) average
memory utilisation by velocity for fault tolerance—the same conclusions for all combina-
tions in (i); (iii) average memory utilisation by velocity for technology agnosticism—all
means for three or six workers (Beam, Blink) x (single, multiple) were found not to be
significantly different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn for three workers
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[(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)] and six workers [(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)]. In
terms of number of workers (three, six, ten), the means were also not significantly different
from each other for the average container memory utilisation by windowing rate.

Table 5. Experimental results for the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture in terms of average
memory utilisation.

Average
Container Memory

Utilisation (MB)
By Velocity

Scalability Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 824 865 790 812 p-value = 0.2000, accept Ho

1 sec 955 976 933 1015 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 957 995 941 992 p-value = 0.4217, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.1905, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.1905, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.5556, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 968 1002 942 998

1 ms NA NA 964 1058 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 926.00 959.50 901.50 954.25 p-value = 0.09524, accept Ho

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 837 758 882 684 p-value = 0.6857, accept Ho

1 sec 839 842 717 758 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 833 829 879 776 p-value = 0.2000, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.05714, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.3429, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value =0.0294, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 699 849 897 904

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 802.00 819.50 843.75 780.50 p-value = 0.5614, accept Ho

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (Azure)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S M S M S M S M Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 869 861 914 911 783 764 880 876 p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

1 sec 965 971 894 927 941 949 929 903 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 957 978 926 909 931 913 926 912 p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.1508, accept
Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.8335, accept
Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.4206, accept
Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.9163, accept
Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.402, accept
Ho (M,M)10 ms 959 955 886 910 948 899 914 891

1 ms 1000 987 924 911 946 956 909 916 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 950.0 950.4 908.8 913.6 909.8 896.2 911.6 899.6 p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.3095,
accept Ho
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Table 5. Cont.

Average Container
Memory

Utilisation by
Windowing Rate

(Period/Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3) (MB)

Six Workers
(n = 6) (MB)

Ten Workers
(n = 10) (MB)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 1008 986 980 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 974 1002 988 p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho

1.0 947 962 903 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 968 943 892 p-value = 0.4206,
accept Ho

2.0 972 910 815 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 973.8 960.6 915.6 p-value = 0.3095,
accept Ho

Average memory
utilisation by node

Cluster

Container Co-Location Metrics

Cluster (n = 1)
(MB) Cluster (n = 2) (MB) Cluster (n = 4) (MB)

39301 39727 41799

Note: NA means data is not available.

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the average memory utilisa-
tion by velocity, windowing rate, and cluster are tabulated in Table A7.

4.1.4. Maximum Container Memory Utilisation

Based on the summary results for maximum memory utilisation presented in Table 6,
the following conclusions were drawn: (i) maximum container memory utilisation by veloc-
ity for scalability—means of three or six workers (single and multiple) were not significantly
different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn for all the possible combinations
of three workers (single and multiple) x six workers (single and multiple); (ii) maximum
container memory utilisation by velocity for fault tolerance—the same conclusions for all
combinations in (i); (iii) maximum container memory utilisation by velocity for technology
agnosticism—all means for three or six workers (Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple) are not
significantly different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn for three workers
[(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)], and six workers [(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)],
except for three workers (Beam, multiple) and six workers (Beam, multiple). Maximum
memory utilisation was therefore slightly higher in multi-cloud clusters than it was in
single-cloud clusters in the Beam SDK setups The reason for this discrepancy has not yet
been established, and it may be related to the use of the Beam SDK and not to the infras-
tructure being single or multiple, since the same was not observed when using the Flink
SDK. It is believed that repeated runs of the experiment over time would provide more
relevant data to better understand the relationship between the cloud provider selected,
the SDK selected, and the maximum memory utilisation metrics gathered. The means of
different numbers of workers (three, six, ten) are not significantly different from each other
for the maximum container memory utilisation by windowing rate.
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Table 6. Experimental results for the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture in terms of
maximum memory utilisation.

Maximum
Container
Memory

Utilisation (MB)
By Velocity

Scalability Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 947 987 946 934 p-value = 0.02857, accept Ho

1 sec 959 983 939 1015 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 969 1004 947 1025 p-value = 0.4606, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.1905, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.06349, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.2957, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 977 1022 967 1037

1 ms NA NA 990 1083 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 963.00 999.00 949.75 1002.75 p-value = 0.1508, accept Ho

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 906 831 764 815 p-value = 0.1143, accept Ho

1 sec 897 879 762 847 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 928 911 764 872 p-value = 0.0294, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.3429, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.0294, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.6857, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 1003 876 825 1021

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 933.50 874.25 778.75 888.75 p-value = 0.05907, accept Ho

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (Azure)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S M S M S M S M Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 974 1012 934 923 961 953 935 909 p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.7533,
accept Ho

1 sec 1006 1014 909 956 993 968 966 914 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 995 1001 941 939 973 969 961 935 p-value = 0.2222,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.05556,
accept Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.05556,
accept Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.01587,
reject Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.3457,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.7533,
accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.3457,
accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.7533,
accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 992 982 900 934 1000 973 930 946

1 ms 1079 1064 962 935 991 999 941 944 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 1009 1014 929 941 983 972 946 929 p-value = 0.3457,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.3457,
accept Ho
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Table 6. Cont.

Maximum
Container
Memory

Utilisation by
Windowing Rate

(Period/
Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three
Workers

(n = 3) (MB)

Six Workers
(n = 6) (MB)

Ten Workers
(n = 10) (MB)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 10,176 1011 991 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 994 1003 1011 p-value = 0.1412,
accept Ho

1.0 999 1010 1005 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 986 1003 983 p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho

2.0 998 1011 952 Six Workers and Ten
Workers

Average 2830 1007 988 p-value = 0.2031,
accept Ho

Maximum node
Memory

utilisation by
Windowing Rate
and node Cluster

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1) (MB)

Cluster
(n = 2) (MB)

Cluster
(n = 4) (MB)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 1050 2161 4474 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 1085 2186 4517 p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho

1.0 1043 2174 4475 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 1039 2171 4475 p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho

2.0 1078 2161 4441 Six Workers and Ten
Workers

Average 1059 2170 4476 p-value = 0.01167,
reject Ho

Maximum node
Memory

utilisation by
node Cluster

Container Co-Location Metrics

Cluster (n =
1) (MB)

Cluster (n = 2)
(MB) Cluster (n = 4) (MB)

8091 8537 8824

Note: NA means data is not available.

The means for the maximum node memory utilisation by windowing rate and node
cluster sizes (one, two, four) were significantly different from each other, denoting a
clear difference between the three co-locations observed. The nodes with two co-located
containers had a maximum reading roughly twice as high as the nodes with no co-locater
containers. Similarly, the nodes with four co-located containers had a maximum reading
roughly twice as high as the nodes with two co-located containers. This was to be expected,
however, since nodes with no co-located containers were in a cluster of eight, nodes with
two co-located containers were in a cluster of four, and nodes with no co-located containers
were in a cluster of two. In order to compare memory utilisation and co-location, it was
necessary to take the entire cluster into consideration and aggregate the results. The
cluster memory utilisation (maximum) formula, depicted in Figure A2, was utilised in
order to obtain maximum memory utilisation results for the cluster. The last three rows of
Table 6 summarise the maximum memory utilisation findings from the examination of the
entire cluster.
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Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the maximum memory
utilisation by velocity, windowing rate, and cluster are tabulated in Table A8.

4.1.5. Container Network Utilisation (GB Sent by Workers)

Based on the summary results presented in Table 7 for total number of GB sent
over the network, the following conclusions were drawn: (i) total number of GB sent
over the network by velocity for scalability—means of three or six workers (single and
multiple) are not significantly different from each other. The same conclusion was drawn
for all the possible combinations of three workers (single and multiple) x six workers
(single and multiple); (ii) total number of GB sent over the network by velocity for fault
tolerance—the same conclusions for all combinations in (i); (iii) total number of GB sent
over the network by velocity for technology agnosticism—all means for three or six workers
(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple) are not significantly different from each other. The same
conclusion is drawn for three workers [(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)] and six workers
[(Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple)]. The means of number of workers (three, six, ten) as well
as the number of containers per node (one, two, four) were also not significantly different
from each other for the total number of GB sent over the network by windowing rate.

Table 7. Network utilisation—total number of gigabytes sent over the network.

Total Number of
GB Sent over the

Network by
Velocity

Scalability Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.05 p-value = 0.7702, accept Ho

1 sec 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.06 Three Workers and Six
Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.10 p-value = 0.3832, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.3832, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.5556, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.3532, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 0.48 0.47 0.21 0.49

1 ms NA NA 0.36 3.30 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.12 p-value = 0.9166, accept Ho

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 0.84 0.34 4.50 0.80 p-value = 0.8845, accept Ho

1 sec 0.76 1.44 2.62 0.95 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 0.84 0.52 1.48 1.10 p-value = 0.0294, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.1102, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.02857, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.2000, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 0.33 0.63 1.70 1.88

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 0.69 0.73 2.58 1.18 p-value = 0.1143, accept Ho
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Table 7. Cont.

Total Number of
GB Sent over the

Network by
Velocity

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S M S M S M S M Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.03 p-value = 0.2948,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.5219,
accept Ho

1 sec 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.03 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.10 0.05 0.04 p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.4206,
accept Ho(S,M)

p-value = 0.2948,
accept Ho(M,S)

p-value = 0.7526,
accept Ho(M,M)

p-value = 0.8668,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.9131,
accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.1599,
accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.4564,
accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 0.37 0.35 0.04 0.05 0.48 0.27 0.08 0.05

1 ms 3.52 3.25 0.17 0.17 6.26 3.02 0.28 0.24 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 0.84 0.74 0.06 0.05 1.41 0.70 0.10 0.08 p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.1599,
accept Ho

Total Number of
GB Sent over the

Network by
Windowing Rate

(Period/
Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three
Workers
(n = 3)

Six Workers
(n = 6)

Ten Workers
(n = 10)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 0.49 0.63 1.02 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 0.34 0.44 0.56 p-value = 0.6004,
accept Ho

1.0 0.13 0.14 0.23 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 0.09 0.11 0.19 p-value = 0.3095,
accept Ho

2.0 0.10 0.10 0.12 Six Workers and Ten
Workers

Average 0.23 0.28 0.42 p-value = 0.4206,
accept Ho

Total Number of
GB Sent over the

Network by
Number of

Containers per
Node (by

Windowing Rate
and Node
Cluster)

Container Colocation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1) (GB)

Cluster
(n = 2) (GB)

Cluster
(n = 4) (GB)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 0.70 0.80 0.30 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 0.30 0.40 0.30 p-value = 0.7526,
accept Ho

1.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 0.20 0.10 0.10 p-value = 0.3398,
accept Ho

2.0 0.42 0.10 0.11 Six Workers and Ten
Workers

Average 0.32 0.28 0.16 p-value = 0.9153,
accept Ho

Note: NA means data is not available.
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Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the number of gigabytes
sent over the network by velocity, windowing rate, and cluster are tabulated in Table A9.

4.1.6. Container Network Utilisation (GB Received by Workers)

Based on the summary results presented in Table 8 for the total number of GB received
over the network, the following conclusions were drawn: (i) total number of GB received
over the network by velocity for scalability—means of three or six workers (single and
multiple) are significantly different from each other for all combinations except for three
workers (single, multiple). The same conclusion is drawn for almost all possible combi-
nations of three workers (single and multiple) x six workers (single and multiple), except
for three workers (single) x six workers (multiple); (ii) total number of GB received over
the network by velocity for fault tolerance –there is no significant difference in the means
for all combinations, except for six workers (single x multiple); (iii) total number of GB
received over the network by velocity for technology agnosticism—all means for three
or six workers (Beam) x (single, multiple) are not significantly different from each other.
There is a significant difference for three workers (Flink) (single x multiple) and (Flink)
[three workers (single) x six workers (single, multiple)], while the rest of the combinations
show no significant difference. The means of different numbers of workers (three, six, ten)
are significantly different from each other, while the number of containers per node (one,
two, four) are not significantly different from each other for the total number of GB received
over the network by windowing rate.

Table 8. Network utilisation (gigabytes received over the network)—graphs and regression models.

Total Number of
GB Received

over the
Network by

Velocity

Scalability Metrics

Velocity Three Workers
(n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single and Multi)

1 min 3.91 3.53 7.94 5.17 p-value = 0.4857, accept Ho

1 sec 4.80 4.17 7.57 5.18 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 3.32 3.58 7.38 4.84 p-value = 0.01587, reject Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.02684, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.01587, reject Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.01587, reject Ho (M,M)10 ms 4.84 3.36 5.72 5.73

1 ms NA NA 9.64 12.49 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 4.22 3.66 7.15 5.98 p-value = 0.2222, reject Ho

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n =
3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers (Single and Multi)

1 min 1.91 2.02 5.52 5.58 p-value = 0.8857, accept Ho

1 sec 1.66 1.94 6.34 4.71 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 2.95 1.90 4.64 4.75 p-value = 0.02857, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.02857, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.02857, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.02857, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 1.46 1.62 5.27 5.64

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average p-value = 0.2222, reject Ho
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Table 8. Cont.

Total Number of
GB Received

over the
Network by

Velocity

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers
(n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S M S M S M S M Three Workers and Three Workers (Single and Multi)

1 min 4.84 2.28 1.83 1.03 8.75 7.10 4.19 3.45 p-value = 0.09269,
accept Ho p-value = 0.007937, reject Ho

1 sec 4.84 2.28 2.25 1.09 9.16 7.23 4.73 3.27 Three Workers and Six Workers ([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 4.61 2.31 2.32 1.16 9.47 6.51 4.57 2.92 p-value = 0.05933,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.09369,
accept Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.03615,
accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.5296,
accept Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.007937, reject
Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.01587, reject
Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.007937, accept
Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.01587, accept
Ho (M,M)10 ms 5.14 4.19 2.04 1.92 10.06 7.96 4.66 3.79

1 ms 10.03 9.26 3.14 3.07 20.79 16.21 7.76 5.57 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single and Multi)

Average 5.89 4.06 2.32 1.65 11.65 9.00 5.18 3.80 p-value = 0.09524,
accept Ho p-value = 0.09524, accept Ho

Total Number of
GB Received

over the
Network by
Windowing

Rate (Period/
Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing
Rate (Period/

Duration)

Three
Workers
(n = 3)

Six Workers
(n = 6)

Ten Workers
(n = 10)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 4.46 7.40 13.49 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 4.45 7.81 13.70 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho

1.0 4.39 7.57 13.69 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 4.23 7.56 12.91 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho

2.0 4.12 7.42 12.87 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 4.33 7.55 13.33 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho

Total Number of
GB Received

over the
Network by
Number of

Containers per
Node (by

Windowing
Rate and Node

Cluster)

Container Co-Location Metrics

Windowing
Rate (Period/

Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1) (GB)

Cluster
(n = 2) (GB)

Cluster
(n = 4) (GB)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 9.88 9.96 8.64 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 8.51 8.90 8.42 p-value = 0.4206,
accept Ho

1.0 9.11 8.97 7.68 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 9.10 8.70 9.21 p-value = 0.1508,
accept Ho

2.0 9.15 7.91 8.18 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 9.15 8.89 8.43 p-value = 0.3095,
accept Ho

Note: NA means data is not available.
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Increased network utilisation as clusters increased in size was an expected effect, since
more workers means the greater parallelisation of work, which optimises performance
but increases container-to-container communication [53]. This is particularly relevant in
the context of cloud computing, where data transfers are charged on a metered basis. As
expected, co-location did not significantly affect network utilisation, since containers were
configured to use the internet to communicate with each other. This means that, even if
containers were co-located in the same host, they used the internet to communicate with
each other. It is worth noting, however, that there are other orchestration technologies,
such as Kubernetes, which allow a greater degree of resource sharing between contain-
ers deployed to the same node. Kubernetes uses the concept of a pod of group-related
containers running on the same machine, so containers which are part of the same pod
can access each other’s ports and transfer data internally without leaving the host [98]. It
would be interesting to implement an alternative prototype in the future using a different
orchestrator such as Kubernetes in order to gain an understanding of other ways in which
the co-location of containers into the same machine could translate into reduced cloud
network utilisation.

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the number of gigabytes re-
ceived over the network by velocity, windowing rate, and cluster are tabulated in Table A10.

4.1.7. Container Network Utilisation (GB Sent and Received by the Job Manager)

Based on the summary results presented in Table 9 for total number of GB received
and sent over the network by the job manager during the technology agnosticism ex-
periments, the following conclusions were drawn: (i) total number of GB received by
the job manager over the network by velocity for technology agnosticism—all means
for three or six workers (Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple) are not significantly differ-
ent from each other except for six workers (multiple) x six workers (multiple). How-
ever, means are significantly different for all possible combinations [Beam, Flink] [(three
workers (single, multiple) x six workers (single, multiple)], except for [Beam] [(three
workers (multiple) x six workers (multiple)]; (ii) total number of GB sent by the job man-
ager over the network by velocity for technology agnosticism—all means for three or six
workers (Beam, Flink) x (single, multiple) are not significantly different from each other.
However, means are significantly different for all possible combinations [Beam, Flink]
[(three workers (single, multiple) x six workers (single, multiple)]. This corroborates the
premise that the greater the number of workers in the cluster, the greater the parallelisation
of work, which leads to increased communication between containers across the network.

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the number of gigabytes
received and sent by the job manager during the technology agnosticism experiments by
velocity are tabulated in Table A11.

Based on the summary results presented in Table 10 for the total number of GB received
and sent by the job manager over the network during the windowing rate versus resource
utilisation experiments, the following conclusions were drawn: (i) total number of GB
received by the job manager over the network by velocity for windowing rate—all means
for (three, six, ten) workers are significantly different from each other except for six workers
x ten workers; (ii) total number of GB sent by the job manager over the network by velocity
for windowing rate—all means for (three, six, ten) workers are significantly different
from each other. This is consistent with the results observed in previous experiments and
explained by the fact that parallelisation of work is higher in larger clusters, leading to
increased communication between containers across the network. While this model is a
good fit for distributed systems hosted entirely on-premises, it could result in additional
costs when commercial clouds are used.
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Table 9. Network utilisation for technology agnosticism– total number of gigabytes received and sent
by the job manager.

Total Number of
GB Received by
the Job Manager

over the
Network

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S M S M S M S M Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 5.87 4.59 2.46 2.25 8.55 10.25 4.60 5.04 p-value = 0.1425,
accept Ho

p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

1 sec 4.88 4.65 2.31 2.25 9.42 10.35 5.02 4.38 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 5.14 4.74 2.47 2.51 10.27 11.18 4.99 4.98 p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.001193,
reject Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.4020,
accept Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.01167,
reject Ho (M,M)10 ms 5.17 4.71 2.30 2.53 10.27 10.33 5.52 4.98

1 ms 6.98 7.31 3.80 3.38 15.78 15.66 7.68 7.76 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 5.61 5.20 2.67 2.58 10.86 11.55 5.56 5.43 p-value = 0.01167,
reject Ho

p-value = 0.6572,
accept Ho

Total Number of
GB Sent by the
Job Manager

over the
Network

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Beam Flink

S M S M S M S M Three Workers and Three Workers (Single
and Multi)

1 min 16.13 13.53 6.60 6.52 49.13 58.96 25.92 28.27 p-value = 0.1425,
accept Ho

p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

1 sec 13.62 13.56 6.50 6.52 54.26 58.98 28.24 23.59 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 14.83 13.59 7.12 7.13 59.12 63.85 28.29 28.23 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho (S,M)

p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.01193,
reject Ho (M,M)10 ms 14.84 13.59 6.54 7.09 59.11 58.94 30.70 28.24

1 ms 19.77 21.02 10.72 9.52 88.56 88.42 42.57 42.43 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 15.84 15.06 7.50 7.36 62.04 65.83 31.14 30.15 p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.4633,
accept Ho
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Table 10. Network utilisation for windowing rate versus resource utilisation—total number of
gigabytes received and sent by the job manager over the network.

Total Number of
GB Received by
the Job Manager

over the Network

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3)

Six Workers
(n = 6)

Ten Workers
(n = 10)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 5.21 9.76 8.29 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 4.77 10.51 18.02 p-value = 0.01587,
reject Ho

1.0 2.42 4.89 18.17 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 4.79 9.73 7.01 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho

2.0 4.87 8.94 16.56 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 4.41 8.77 13.61 p-value = 0.4206,
accept Ho

Total Number of
GB Sent by the Job

Manager over
the Network

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3)

Six Workers
(n = 6)

Ten Workers
(n = 10))

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 14.90 54.93 76.20 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 13.75 59.49 165.26 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho

1.0 6.91 27.45 165.13 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 13.76 54.94 63.68 p-value = 0.007937,
reject Ho

2.0 13.78 50.35 139.77 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 12.62 49.43 122.01 p-value = 0.07937,
reject Ho

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the number of gigabytes
received and sent by the job manager during the windowing rate versus resource utilisation
experiments by windowing rate are tabulated in Table A12.

Based on the summary results presented in Table 11 for the total number of GB received
and sent by the job manager over the network during the container co-location experiments,
the following conclusions were drawn: (i) total number of GB received by the job manager
over the network by number of containers per node—all means for (one, two, four) clusters
are not significantly different from each other; (ii) total number of GB received by the job
manager over the network by number of containers per node—all means for (one, two,
four) workers are not significantly different from each other, except for (three workers x six
workers). This is an important finding when considered alongside the network utilisation
readings for workers. It establishes that, generally, when a cluster increases in size, the effect
on manager-to-worker communication is minimal. Worker-to-worker communication, on
the other hand, increases significantly since there is greater parallelisation.
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Table 11. Network utilisation for container co-location—total number of gigabytes received and sent
by the job manager over the network.

Total Number of
GB Received by
the Job Manager

over the Network
by Number of

Containers
per Node

Container Co-Location Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1)

Cluster
(n = 2)

Cluster
(n = 4)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 1.67 1.36 1.64 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 1.64 1.37 1.51 p-value = 0.02733,
accept Ho

1.0 1.53 1.50 1.36 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 1.65 1.36 1.64 p-value = 0.05701,
accept Ho

2.0 1.84 1.64 1.50 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 12.62 49.43 122.01 p-value = 0.3337,
accept Ho

Total Number of
GB Sent by the Job
Manager over the

Network by
Number of
Containers
per Node

Container Co-Location Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1)

Cluster
(n = 2)

Cluster
(n = 4)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 12.20 10.17 12.21 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 12.22 10.16 11.18 p-value = 0.01167,
reject Ho

1.0 11.20 11.18 10.17 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 12.20 10.17 12.19 p-value = 0.09269,
accept Ho

2.0 12.28 10.18 10.17 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 1.67 1.45 1.53 p-value = 0.2343,
accept Ho

Results (in the form of graphs and regression models) for the number of gigabytes
received and sent by the job manager during the container co-location experiments by
windowing rate are tabulated in Table A13.

4.1.8. Total Records Processed and Data Loss

Based on the summary results presented in Table 12 for the total number of records
processed during the fault tolerance experiments, the following conclusions were drawn:
(i) total records processed by fault tolerance—all means for (three, six) workers x (single,
multiple) are not significantly different from each other; (ii) data loss by fault tolerance—all
means for (three, six) workers x (single, multiple) are not significantly different from
each other.
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Table 12. Experimental results for records processed and data loss during the evaluation of MC-BDP
reference architecture for fault tolerance.

Total Records
Processed

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single Multi Single Multi Three Workers and Three Workers
(Single and Multi)

1 min 50 50 50 50 p-value = 1.0000, accept Ho

1 sec 2987 2998 2990 2986 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 29,478 30,030 29,902 29,876 p-value = 0.7715, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 1.0000, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 1.0000, accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 1.0000, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 295,765 294,179 300,673 297,689

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers
(Single and Multi)

Average 82,070 81,814 83,403 82,650 p-value = 0.7715, accept Ho

Data Loss %

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Single % Multi % Single % Multi % Three Workers and Three Workers
(Single and Multi)

1 min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 p-value = 0.6573, accept Ho

1 sec 0.44 0.07 0.33 0.47 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])

100 ms 1.77 0.00 0.33 0.42 p-value = 0.1804, accept Ho (S,S)
p-value = 0.5614, accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.877, accept Ho (M,S)

p-value = 0.6573, accept Ho (M,M)10 ms 1.43 1.98 0.00 0.78

1 ms NA NA NA NA Six Workers and Six Workers
(Single and Multi)

Average 0.91 0.51 0.17 0.42 p-value = 0.1804, accept Ho

Note: NA means data is not available.

4.1.9. Data Ingested

Based on the summary results presented in Table 13 for the total data ingested during
the technology agnosticism experiments, the following conclusions were drawn: data inges-
tion by technology agnosticism—means are not significantly different for all combinations
for Beam and Flink [(three workers, six workers) x (single, multiple), (three workers (single,
multiple) x six workers (single, multiple)].

Table 13. Experimental results for data ingestion during the evaluation of MC-BDP reference archi-
tecture for technology agnosticism.

Data
Ingestion
(KB) by
Velocity

Technology Agnosticism Metrics (for Beam and Flink SDK)

Velocity Three Workers (n = 3) Six Workers (n = 6) Mann–Whitney U Test Results

Beam Flink Beam Flink Three Workers and Three Workers
(Single and Multi)

S M S M S M S M p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.9166,
accept Ho

1 min 172 74 55 39 259 205 158 126 Three Workers and Six Workers
([S,S] x [M,M])
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Table 13. Cont.

Data
Ingestion
(KB) by
Velocity

1 sec 2373 2328 98 90 4824 4824 242 230 p-value = 0.6905,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.6905,
accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho (M,M)

p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho (S,S)

p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho (S,M)
p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho (M,S)
p-value = 0.5476,
accept Ho (M,M)

100 ms 21,900 219,300 510 543 44,580 44,580 1086 1074

10 ms 215,700 215700 4680 4680 432,600 432,600 9480 9420

1 ms 2,154,000 2,154,000 46,500 34,500 4,308,000 4,308,000 93,000 93,000 Six Workers and Six Workers (Single
and Multi)

Average 478,829 518,280 10,368 7970 958,052 958,041 20,793 20,770 p-value = 1.000,
accept Ho

p-value = 0.583,
accept Ho

Based on the summary results presented in Table 14 for the data ingested during
the windowing rate versus resource utilisation and container co-location experiments,
the following conclusions were drawn: (i) total KB ingested by windowing rate—means
for all (three, six, ten) workers are not significantly different from each other; (ii) total
number of records ingested by windowing rate—means for all (three, six, ten) workers are
not significantly different from each other; (iii) total KB ingested by windowing rate and
number of containers per node—means for all (one, two, four) clusters are not significantly
different from each other; (iv) total number or records ingested by windowing rate and
number of containers per node—means for all (one, two, four) clusters are not significantly
different from each other.

Table 14. Experimental results for data ingestion during the evaluation of MC-BDP reference archi-
tecture for the windowing rate versus resource utilisation and container co-location.

Total KB Ingested by
Windowing Rate

(Period/Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3)

Six Workers
(n = 6)

Ten Workers
(n = 10)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 143,700 143,800 144,000 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 71,900 71,990 72,280 p-value = 0.6905,
accept Ho

1.0 14,500 14,650 14,814 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 9690 9892 10,052 p-value = 0.6905,
accept Ho

2.0 7410 7515 7638 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 49,440 49,569 49,756 p-value = 0.6905,
accept Ho
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Table 14. Cont.

Total Number of
Records Ingested by

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Three Workers
(n = 3)

Six Workers
(n = 6)

Ten Workers
(n = 10)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 600,000 600,000 600,000 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 300,000 300,000 300,000 p-value = 0.9161,
accept Ho

1.0 60,000 60,000 60,000 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 39,945 40,106 39,920 p-value = 0.9161,
accept Ho

2.0 30,361 30,197 29,637 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 206,061 206,060 205,911 p-value = 0.9161,
accept Ho

Total KB ingested by
Number of Containers
per Node Windowing

Rate
(Period/Duration)

Container Co-Location Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1)

Cluster
(n = 2)

Cluster
(n = 4)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 144,100 144,000 143,900 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 72,150 72,090 72,140 p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho

1.0 14,746 14,724 14,711 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 10,044 9935 9998 p-value = 0.8413,
accept Ho

2.0 7548 7569 7593 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 49,717 49,663 49,668 p-value = 1.0000,
accept Ho

Total Number of
Records Ingested by

Number of Containers
per Node by

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Container Co-Location Metrics

Windowing Rate
(Period/Duration)

Cluster
(n = 1)

Cluster
(n = 2)

Cluster
(n = 4)

Mann–Whitney U
Test Results

0.1 600,000 600,000 600,000 Three Workers and
Six Workers

0.2 300,000 300,000 300,000 p-value = 0.9161,
accept Ho

1.0 60,000 60,000 60,000 Three Workers and
Ten Workers

1.5 39,827 39,869 40,073 p-value = 0.9161,
accept Ho

2.0 28,881 29,898 30,037 Six Workers and
Ten Workers

Average 205,741 205,953 206,022 p-value = 0.9161,
accept Ho

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This study set out to investigate a unified vendor-agnostic solution to big data stream
processing in a multi-cloud environment. As key beneficiaries of commercial cloud com-
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puting, small and medium enterprises, organisations, or departments characterised by
devolved administration, tight budgetary constraints, and a lack of specialised technical
skills in-house (SMEODs) were selected as the target domain for MC-BDP, a new reference
architecture for big data stream processing aimed at maximising the cloud’s economies of
scale while at the same reducing the risk of vendor lock-in.

The majority of developments targeted at facilitating the adoption of big data analytics
through cloud computing have focused on reducing the complexity of implementing and
managing large distributed systems. Consequently, solutions are predominantly SaaS-
based and associated with another major cause of apprehension: the risk of vendor lock-in.
A number of authoritative studies have been conducted on possible ways of mitigating the
risk of vendor lock-in [18,32,49]. However, no solutions were found which minimised the
risk of vendor lock-in while simultaneously allowing implementers to maximise the cloud’s
economies of scale. Although the combination of containers, cloud computing, and big data
streams is not new, the field lacked a domain-specific approach developed from a cloud
consumer’s perspective to enable implementers to ingress into big data stream analytics
using a cloud model less restrictive than SaaS. As a response to the breadth, extensiveness,
and complexity of big data research, recent developments have tended to focus on specific
domains such as the biomedical sciences [9], the IoT [48], edge computing [50], national
security [10], and scientific simulations [8]. The current study is one such effort, developed
to fill the gap for a systematic approach to big data stream processing targeted at a domain
whose main preoccupation is with minimising the risk of vendor lock-in while at the same
time maximising the cloud’s economies of scale.

Motivated by a desire to facilitate the adoption of big data stream analytics, this study
has proposed a new systematic and unified approach to big data streams. The MC-BDP
reference architecture was created to:

1. Leverage the cloud’s economies of scale by promoting an infrastructure hosted on
commercial clouds;

2. Move away from the traditional SaaS approach towards a standardised form of PaaS;
3. Mitigate the risk of vendor lock-in by prescribing the use of portable, interoperable,

and vendor-agnostic components deployed to multiple clouds; and
4. Alleviate concerns around complexity and skill shortages in the domain by providing

a domain-specific reference architecture to guide implementers.

This study challenges the accepted belief according to which the most appropriate
cloud consumption model for SMEs is SaaS [11,12,99–101]. While acknowledging the
concerns around technical complexity and skill shortages which have led previous authors
to recommend the SaaS cloud model to SMEs, particularly within the realm of big data, this
study places equal importance on the perceived risk of vendor lock-in explored extensively
in recent research [18,32,102–104]. The MC-BDP reference architecture, designed specifically
for the SMEOD domain, provides a good level of scaffolding to enable implementers to
navigate the complexities of big data technology and cloud computing without having to
employ a dedicated and highly specialised technical team.

The simplification and systematisation provided by the MC-BDP reference architec-
ture enabled this study to break with tradition [11,12,99–101] and recommend a cloud
consumption model more desirable than SaaS from a vendor lock-in perspective. This
is a significant contribution to the field of big data streams which, up until now, lacked
a systematic and thoroughly researched approach to big data based on a consumption
model other than SaaS. It is not expected that research on specialised SaaS provisions for
SMEs will cease given that concerns around the risk of vendor lock-in are not universally
or evenly shared amongst companies—some could find that this is a risk worth taking
for the benefit of simplicity. Therefore, works such as [45]’s reference architecture for big
data designed from a cost perspective or [56]’s reference architecture based on real-world
big data implementations, discussed in Section 2, remain valid and indeed useful within
the field. What this study has demonstrated, however, is that rather than searching for a
universal architecture for big data to suit all SMEODs, research should be directed towards
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finding approaches which are flexible and abstract enough to account for the immense
variety in requirements and priorities that characterise the domain.

The 110 experiments performed under controlled conditions demonstrated that MC-
BDP’s prototype was satisfactorily scalable and fault-tolerant across clouds, with no con-
siderable difference observed between single and multi-cloud equivalent setups. Container
co-location was also found not to significantly affect performance. In terms of technology
agnosticism, the overhead introduced by the Beam framework in terms of CPU, memory,
and data transfer was considerable. The conclusion reached was that there is indeed a
performance cost to technology agnosticism as implemented in MC-BDP’s prototype due
to its use of a super-framework to provide portability of the code across various stream
and batch technologies. Nevertheless, this may be a price some implementers would be
willing to pay, so studies such as this where the overhead introduced by a super-framework
was rigorously identified and measured are of utmost value to implementers who are able
to take more informed decisions based on case-specific requirements for portability and
interoperability of the data processing code. The relationship between the windowing
function used for stream data processing and resource utilisation was also more thoroughly
understood following MC-BDP’s experimental evaluation. A simple formula represent-
ing the effects of the windowing function selected on CPU and network utilisation was
proposed, It is important to note that, although exiting work can be found in the literature
which links the windowing function to resource utilisation [105], the approach taken is one
which assumes the infrastructure to be static and adjusts the windowing function to keep
resource utilisation within a desirable range. Taking advantage of one of the cloud’s most
advantageous characteristics, its elasticity, the current study recommends a model where
the windowing rate remains constant while the infrastructure commissioned expands and
shrinks to keep performance metrics within a desirable range.

The quantitative findings of this research demonstrated that the proposed reference
architecture is adequately scalable across different clouds. Given the cloud’s pay-as-you-go
model whereby consumers are only charged for the resources they utilise, being able to scale
up or down is particularly important for SMEODs since budgetary constraints demand
that resources be allocated sensibly and waste minimised. Fault tolerance across clouds
was also demonstrated empirically, with no significant overhead observed in multi-cloud
setups when compared to single-cloud ones. The relevance of this requirement to the
domain of SMEs has been identified in the literature as the need for high availability of
their production systems [12]. Since the aim of this study was to investigate big data stream
processing from a vendor-agnostic perspective, being able to use any stream (or even batch)
framework to run the processing code was identified as a desirable quality and integrated
into the reference architecture proposed. The significance of these results to researchers and
implementers is in being able to take more informed architectural decisions, particularly in
the cloud, where the estimated overhead can be translated into projected costs.

Of similar relevance are the findings of a direct relationship between the windowing
rate and resource utilisation in a distributed big data stream system. Since it was demon-
strated that the CPU and network utilisation can be predicted using a simple formula based
on the windowing rate and constants derived from empirical observation, implementers
now have a more accurate way of projecting the cluster size and the cost of data transfers.
It is believed that the aforementioned relationship has a wider application within the field
of big data stream processing using commercial clouds. The container co-location findings
confirm that co-location does not significantly affect the performance of CPU-intensive
big data stream systems. In the context of cloud computing, this corroboration enables
implementers to experiment with a greater number of deployment configurations, from
multiple virtual machines with a few containers running in them to a smaller number of
more powerful machines hosting a greater number of containers. Factors such as the de-
sired level of fault tolerance (container, node, region, or provider) or projected data transfer
costs may play an important part in the decision-making, particularly considering that
container-to-container data transfer costs can be reduced or eliminated through co-location.
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The cost-centric approach to task distribution offered by [106], aimed at minimising data
transfer costs across clouds, is an important development in this direction. Performance
monitoring at the container and node levels, combined with a weighted list of desired SLAs
and the use of a flexible learning algorithm to make predictions, is this study’s answer to
the same question and is elaborated as a proposal for future work.

5.1. Recommendations for Future Research

The success of this research project has left some interesting avenues open for ex-
ploration. The case study conducted with the Estates and Sustainability departments at
Leeds Beckett University concluded with a strong desire by the participants to extend the
investigation by considering an important aspect of big data which had previously been
left outside of scope: its variety. The complexity and multidimensionality of building data
has, in fact, been identified in recent research as one of the biggest challenges to big data
technology adoption within the sector [107]. A new research project aimed at investigating
the appropriateness of the MC-BDP reference architecture for use-cases where the variety
of the data is paramount was created as the case study concluded.

Tasks for future works investigating aspects of MC-BDP include:

• Investigating how MC-BDP handles batch processing. Comparing [108]’s approach
of using a stream engine to process both batches and streams with an alternative
approach based on the Lambda architecture.

• Following a trend observed in [109]’s research on container co-location, observing
how MC-BDP performs with jobs of different characteristics. Memory-intensive,
network-intensive, and disk I/O-intensive jobs could be created and compared to the
CPU-intensive job utilised in the experiments.

• Integrating recent research on scheduling algorithms such as RTSATD, which uses
task duplication to optimise the performance of big data stream processing across
different cloud regions [52], or [110]’s algorithm developed to minimise data transfers
over the network into MC-BDP’s orchestration layer.

• Adding a cost perspective to MC-BDP’s evaluation by integrating fine-grained billing
information obtained from cloud providers. This is in line with [45]’s and [106]’s
research. It is believed that understanding non-functional requirements from a cost
as well as performance perspective would be advantageous to budget-constrained
organisations.

• Extending MC-BDP’s evaluation to include other domain-specific industry case studies.
• Conducting additional case studies with other types of SMEODs to validate the

proposition that MC-BDP is beneficial to them.
• Strengthening the statistical significance of the quantitative results obtained by widen-

ing the scale of the experiments, using more than two commercial cloud providers and
a greater number of virtual machines and containers and extending the experiments
in duration and volume of incoming data.

As other relevant research is added to the fields of big data, cloud computing, and
virtualisation, new hypotheses and unexplored questions shall become apparent, impelling
further investigation and solidifying this study’s position as a mature contribution to
the field.

5.2. Limitations of the Study

As is the case with all empirical investigations, there were limitations to the exper-
iments conducted to evaluate the MC-BDP reference architecture, in light of which the
results obtained must be understood.

5.2.1. Internal Validity

The main limitations to the internal validity of MC-BDP’s experimental evaluation
were the measuring frequency, the checkpointing frequency, and the monitoring metrics
utilised. Usage statistics were gathered from the host and sent to the Azure Monitoring
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service. These measurements were subsequently queried using the Azure Log Analytics
service. A collection sample interval of ten seconds was used. The rationale for keeping this
configuration was that it constituted the greatest granularity available to describe a time
interval of five minutes (thirty readings). At the time the experiments were designed and
conducted, the minimal collection sample interval allowed for Linux performance counters
was ten seconds [111]. It is believed that, should this technical limitation be lifted in the fu-
ture, it will be worth experimenting with higher sample frequencies, provided that they do
not significantly interfere with the performance of the host machine. Alternatively, further
studies could be designed using other monitoring solutions such as Prometheus [112] to
better understand the effect of different data collection strategies and technologies on the
metrics observed.

The checkpointing frequency used by the fault tolerance experiments is another con-
figuration value which was kept constant in the run of the experiments conducted. Check-
pointing was configured to honour ‘exactly-once’ processing guarantees, take one snapshot
every five hundred milliseconds, and to use the internal memory of the machine where the
job manager was running for storage. The timeout for completion of the snapshot operation
was set to one minute. There was no limit to the number of execution retries, but the
retry delay was set to five hundred milliseconds. The rationale for choosing those values
was to achieve as close as possible a result to exactly-once processing while, at the same
time, ensuring that the overhead introduced by taking the snapshots did not significantly
interfere with data processing. This had to be true even for the scenario where a node
was suddenly lost during the highest volumes/velocities of data ingress and processing.
The percentage of data loss was monitored during the fault tolerance experiments. It
was also used to fine-tune the checkpointing configuration in test runs of the experiment.
Once an acceptable level of data loss was achieved (less than 2%), the configuration was
saved and treated as a constant. This study believes that the checkpointing frequency is an
experimental setting which could be explored further. A thorough understanding of the
relationship between checkpointing frequency, resource utilisation, and percentage of data
loss could be particularly useful to architects and implementers of big data stream systems,
as could the inclusion of their associated costs when utilising commercial cloud providers.

In terms of the monitoring metrics utilised, one of the limitations of using the Azure
Container Monitoring Solution is that it only gathers data at the container level. If node
and cluster-level data is needed for further comparisons, either a different solution must be
used or the container level data must be aggregated, leaving it susceptible to approximation
errors. The adjusted queries detailed in Figure A2 were designed with the help of the
Microsoft Log Analytics Team to enable this research to compare the resource utilisation of
containers deployed to virtual machines of different specifications. The solution encoun-
tered, which aggregates the container utilisation measurements by virtual machine using
different functions, has its limitations. The approach is coarse-grained, particularly with
regards to calculating maximum utilisations at the node level by employing a technique
not dissimilar to windowing in order to assimilate out-of-order, late, and missing data.

Suggestions for improvement involve implementing node and cluster-level monitor-
ing using technologies other than the Azure Container Monitoring Solution. Azure, for
instance, offers an extension which provides metrics for any Linux virtual machine [111].
Alternatively, by leveraging open-source monitoring technology such as Prometheus, ser-
vices such as Weave Cloud are capable of offering all three levels of monitoring [64]. It is
important to note, however, that changing the level of monitoring would make it difficult to
focus on the containers performing the data processing to the exclusion of all other resource-
consuming processes running on the machine, including monitoring processes. Since the
co-location of containers is treated as a variable in this set of experiments, the effect that
supplementary processes would have on resource consumption is expected to increase as
the rate of co-location decreases, simply because there are more virtual machines running.
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5.2.2. External Validity

The main limitations to the external validity of MC-BDP’s evaluation were the choice
of technology, the data transfer configuration, and the complexity of cloud pricing models.
The need to limit the experimental part of this research in terms of both time and scope
meant that only one prototype was developed and evaluated. However, since MC-BDP
is modular and technologically agnostic by design, a number of alternative technologies
could have been used instead of the ones selected. Better yet, controlled experiments
comparing the performance of equivalent technology would have given architects and
potential implementers a good understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of
using the different options. Worthwhile substitutions in the prototype implementation
would have been the big data framework, the container technology, the orchestrator, or
even the platform/operating system.

In terms of data transfer configuration, the current experiments were set up with no
resource sharing between containers deployed to the same node, so container co-location
did not translate into reduced network utilisation. This study believes, however, that
improvements could have been made if resources deployed to the same node had been able
to transfer data without using the network. Additionally, it would have been beneficial to
measure the reduction in network resource consumption when the container running the
job manager service is co-located in the same machine as some of the containers running the
task manager service. Although there are disadvantages to this approach, such as increased
coupling between the services, it would have been advantageous to understand exactly
how much could be gained in terms of reduced network consumption. A more complete
picture would indeed be achieved if these savings could be measured not only in terms
of a reduction in the number of gigabytes sent and received over the network, but also in
terms of the cost incurred. Ref. [106]’s optimisation framework aimed at minimising data
transfer costs across clouds is an important step towards a cost-centric approach to task
distribution, as opposed to the traditional computational-centric algorithms.

The final external limitation is related to the complexities of cloud resource pricing.
Since cloud resources are charged on a pay-as-you-go basis, one could argue that estimation
models offering cost predictions are more useful to implementers than those which focus
on initial capital expenditure. However, the great complexity and considerable variety
in pricing models adopted by different cloud providers mean it is difficult to find a cost
prediction model with generic application across providers.

5.2.3. Construct Validity

In terms of construct validity, the main limitations of this study are to do with the cost,
and consequently the scope, of its experiments. Since one of the motivations of this study
was to adopt the perspective of a cloud consumer, the experiments were conducted using
commercial cloud providers and thus relied on generous, although limited, grants awarded
by them. Instead of two commercial providers, a larger number could have been utilised.
Likewise, larger clusters of up to hundreds of nodes could have been configured to generate
a larger spread of performance data and thus provide a more in-depth understanding of
the attributes evaluated.

All the simulations involved in the experiments had a fixed duration of five minutes.
In an ideal scenario, the run of each experiment would have been increased substantially,
ideally by several hours. However, considering that one-hundred and ten experiments were
conducted in total, each involving a large amount of data being streamed and processed,
and bearing in mind that each scenario also involved a number of test runs to ensure that
the desired experimental conditions were being rigorously observed, extending the chosen
duration was not feasible under this study’s grant limitations.

5.3. Conclusions

MC-BDP was evaluated as part of a case study involving the Estates and Sustainability
departments at Leeds Beckett university using a mixed-methods approach which combined
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post-positivist and interpretivist elements. In its post-positivist evaluation, presented in this
paper, MC-BDP was demonstrated to be scalable and fault-tolerant across clouds. Given
the cloud’s pay-as-you-go model, whereby consumers are only charged for the resources
they utilise, being able to scale up or down is particularly important for SMEODs since
budgetary constraints demand that resources be allocated sensibly and waste minimised.
The relevance of fault tolerance to the domain of SMEs has been identified in the literature
as the need for high availability of their production systems [12].

The results of the technology agnosticism experiments revealed that the use of a super-
framework such as Beam to provide portability and interoperability of the data processing
code did have a cost in terms of performance, measured as, on average, 30% more CPU,
3% more RAM, and 105% more network usage. The significance of these results to re-
searchers and implementers is in being able to take more informed architectural decisions,
particularly in the cloud, where the estimated overhead can be translated into projected
costs. This study believes that a concern over costs can be generalised to SMEODs in
general, and that the overhead measurements obtained empirically are therefore of direct
relevance to the field.

Of similar relevance are the findings of a direct relationship between the windowing
rate and resource utilisation in a distributed big data stream system. Since it was demon-
strated that the CPU and network utilisation can be predicted using a simple formula based
on the windowing rate and constants derived from empirical observation, implementers
now have a more accurate way of projecting the cluster size and the cost of data transfers.
It is believed that the relationship derived experimentally is of wider application within
the field of big data stream processing using commercial clouds.

The container co-location findings confirm that co-location does not significantly
affect the performance of CPU-intensive big data stream systems. In the context of cloud
computing, this corroboration enables implementers to experiment with a greater number of
deployment configurations, from multiple virtual machines with a few containers running
in them to a smaller number of more powerful machines hosting a greater number of
containers. Factors such as the desired level of fault tolerance (container, node, region,
or provider) or projected data transfer costs may play an important part in the decision-
making, particularly considering that container-to-container data transfer costs can be
reduced or eliminated through co-location.

The practical implications of the MC-BDP study conducted at Leeds Beckett Univer-
sity are far-reaching, particularly for SMEODs. These enterprises, which often operate
with limited resources, can greatly benefit from the scalability and fault tolerance aspects
demonstrated by MC-BDP. The ability to efficiently scale resources in response to demand,
a crucial feature in cloud environments, aligns well with the budgetary constraints common
to SMEODs. Additionally, the study’s insights into the cost-performance trade-offs inher-
ent in using super-frameworks such as Beam provide these organisations with valuable
guidance for making cost-effective architectural decisions. This is particularly relevant in
the context of cloud computing, where resource utilization directly impacts operational
costs. Moreover, the findings regarding container co-location and its minimal impact on
performance enable more flexible and cost-efficient deployment strategies, which are crucial
for SMEODs striving for high availability and reduced data transfer costs.

From a theoretical perspective, the MC-BDP study offers new insights into cloud
computing and data processing. By establishing a relationship between windowing rates
and resource consumption in stream architectures, the current study enhances our under-
standing of resource allocation and cost forecasting, particularly in cloud environments.
Additionally, the exploration of container co-location in CPU-intensive settings reveals a
minimal performance impact, broadening our theoretical knowledge in distributed big
data stream processing. These insights not only aid SMEODs but also enrich the broader
field of cloud computing, laying groundwork for future research and innovation.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1 Supplementary Tables

Table A1. MC-BDP reference architecture layers.

Layer Description

Horizontal Layers

Persistence Layer
The persistence layer consists of file stores, disk space, and relational and non-relational databases.
This layer is used differently by components in other layers, namely, the node, container, service, and
messaging layers.

Node Layer

The node layer is composed of virtual machines to which containers are deployed. In order to
maximise economies of scale, MC-BDP recommends an infrastructure based on commercial clouds
and, where possible, it recommends that multiple clouds be utilised simultaneously. This is a known
strategy for mitigating the risk of vendor lock-in, as identified in the literature [18,22,103].

Container Layer

The container layer consists of containers running services based on container images. Since images
contain all the necessary configuration that a service needs to run, nothing needs to be installed on
the platform other than the container runtime, thus allowing consumers to compare offerings by
different cloud providers more easily and to migrate to a different provider if needed.

Networking Layer
The networking layer represents a network which allows containers deployed to different nodes at
different locations to communicate seamlessly. MC-BDP departs from the traditional approach of
networking machines to that of networking containers.

Orchestration Layer

MC-BDP’s orchestration layer is responsible for launching, stopping, and managing containers in a
cluster. It is therefore responsible for managing services deployed to containers, registering
additional nodes from different clouds (or removing them), scaling the number of containers that a
service runs on, controlling which containers run on which nodes, and monitoring the overall state of
the cluster.

Service Layer
The service layer comprises the applications deployed to the container cluster, which range from
smaller-scale deployments such as front-end user interfaces to larger-scale frameworks for big data
processing distributed across hundreds of containers.
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Table A1. Cont.

Layer Description

Vertical Layers

Security Layer

The security layer is orthogonal to all other layers since it is implemented in multiple contexts.
Encryption, for example, can be configured independently at the framework, orchestration,
networking, messaging, and persistence levels. Due to the complexity inherent to the security aspect
of large-scale cloud-based systems, our study recommends addressing it through a systematic and
comprehensive framework which is multi-layer and multi-purpose, such as the Cloud Computing
Adoption Framework (CCAF) [62].

Monitoring Layer

The monitoring layer consists of services aimed at providing metrics related to the performance of
specific components. Since diverse aspects of a system can and usually are monitored, this layer is
also orthogonal to the others, and would likewise benefit from a systematic approach such as a
multi-layer and multi-purpose framework.

Messaging Layer

The messaging layer is used primarily to facilitate the transmission of data from one system to
another. One example of such usage in the context of streaming architectures is use as a sink or
output for real-time data from IOT devices and as a source or input for big data processing
frameworks. Likewise, the messaging layer could be configured as a sink for the result of the data
processing performed by the big data framework and as a source for subsequent processing by the
same or different framework.

Table A2. Experimental design for the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture.

Experimental Design Environment Setup Using Multi-Cloud Clusters of Azure and Google Cloud Virtual Machines.

Experimental Setup

Experiment Parallelism Azure VMs Google VMs

Scalability

Single-Cloud Three Workers 3 3 0

Multi-Cloud Three Workers 3 2 1

Single-Cloud Six Workers 6 6 0

Multi-Cloud Six Workers 6 2 4

Fault Tolerance

Single-Cloud Three Workers 2 3 0

Multi-Cloud Three Workers 2 2 1

Single-Cloud Six Workers 4 6 0

Multi-Cloud Six Workers 4 4 2

Technology Agnosticism

Single-Cloud Three Workers Beam 3 3 0

Single-Cloud Three Workers Flink 3 3 0

Multi-Cloud Three Workers Beam 3 2 1

Multi-Cloud Three Workers Flink 3 2 1

Single-Cloud Six Workers Beam 6 6 2

Single-Cloud Six Workers Flink 6 6 2

Multi-Cloud Six Workers Beam 6 4 0

Multi-Cloud Six Workers Flink 6 4 0
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Table A2. Cont.

Experimental Design Environment Setup Using Multi-Cloud Clusters of Azure and Google Cloud Virtual Machines.

Experimental Setup

Experiment Parallelism Azure VMs Google VMs

Windowing Rate vs. Resource Utilisation

Multi-Cloud Three Workers 3 2 1

Multi-Cloud Six Workers 6 3 3

Multi-Cloud Ten Workers 10 6 4

Container Co-location

One Container per node 8 4 4

Two Containers per node 8 2 2

Four Containers per node 8 1 1

Table A3. Experiments conducted for the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture.

Experiments
Conducted

Scalability

Single-Cloud
Three Workers

Exp. 1
2 records/min

Exp. 2
2 records/s

Exp. 3
2 records/100 s

Exp. 4
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 5
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud
Three Workers

Exp. 6
2 records/min

Exp. 7
2 records/s

Exp. 8
2 records/100 s

Exp. 9
2 records/100 s

Exp. 10
2 records/ms

Single-Cloud Six
Workers

Exp. 11
2 records/min

Exp. 12
2 records/s

Exp. 13
2 records/100 s

Exp. 14
2 records/100 s

Exp. 15
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud Six
Workers

Exp. 16
2 records/min

Exp. 17
2 records/s

Exp. 18
2 records/100 s

Exp. 19
2 records/100 s

Exp. 20
2 records/ms

Fault Tolerance

Single-Cloud
Three Workers

Exp. 21
2 records/min

Exp. 22
2 records/s

Exp. 23
2 records/100 s

Exp. 24
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 25
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud
Three Workers

Exp. 26
2 records/min

Exp. 27
2 records/s

Exp. 28
2 records/100 s

Exp. 29
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 30
2 records/ms

Single-Cloud Six
Workers

Exp. 31
2 records/min

Exp. 32
2 records/s

Exp. 33
2 records/100 s

Exp. 34
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 35
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud Six
Workers

Exp. 36
2 records/min

Exp. 37
2 records/s

Exp. 38
2 records/100 s

Exp. 39
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 40
2 records/ms

Technology Agnosticism

Single-Cloud
Three

Workers Beam

Exp. 41
2 records/min

Exp. 42
2 records/s

Exp. 43
2 records/100 s

Exp. 44
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 45
2 records/ms

Single-Cloud
Three

Workers Flink

Exp. 46
2 records/min

Exp. 47
2 records/s

Exp. 48
2 records/100 s

Exp. 49
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 50
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud
Three

Workers Beam

Exp. 51
2 records/min

Exp. 52
2 records/s

Exp. 53
records/100 s

Exp. 54
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 55
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud
Three

Workers Flink

Exp. 56
2 records/min

Exp. 57
2 records/s

Exp. 58
records/100 s

Exp. 59
records/10 ms

Exp. 60
2 records/ms

Single-Cloud Six
Workers Beam

Exp. 61
2 records/min

Exp. 62
2 records/s

Exp. 63
2 records/100 s

Exp. 64
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 65
2 records/ms

Single-Cloud Six
Workers Flink

Exp. 66
2 records/min

Exp. 67
2 records/s

Exp. 68
2 records/100 s

Exp. 69
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 70
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud Six
Workers Beam

Exp. 71
2 records/min

Exp. 72
2 records/s

Exp. 73
2 records/100 s

Exp. 74
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 75
2 records/ms

Multi-Cloud Six
Workers Flink

Exp. 76
2 records/min

Exp. 77
2 records/s

Exp. 78
2 records/100 s

Exp. 79
2 records/10 ms

Exp. 80
2 records/ms
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Table A3. Cont.

Experiments
Conducted

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation

Multi-Cloud
Three Workers

Exp. 81
R = 2.0

5 s start every 10 s

Exp. 82
R = 1.5

5 s start every 7.5 s

Exp. 83
R = 1.0

5 s start every 5 s

Exp. 84
R = 0.2

5 s start every 1 s

Exp. 85
R = 0.1

5 s start every 0.5 s

Multi-Cloud Six
Workers

Exp. 86
R = 2.0

5 s start every 10 s

Exp. 87
R = 1.5

5 s start every 7.5 s

Exp. 88
R = 1.0

5 s start every 5 s

Exp. 89
R = 0.2

5 s start every 1 s

Exp. 90
R = 0.1

5 s start every 0.5 s

Multi-Cloud Ten
Workers

Exp. 91
R = 2.0

5 s start every 10 s

Exp. 92
R = 1.5

5 s start every 7.5 s

Exp. 93
R = 1.0

5 s start every 5 s

Exp. 94
R = 0.2

5 s start every 1 s

Exp. 95
R = 0.1

5 s start every 0.5 s

Container Co-location

One Container
per node

Exp. 96
R = 2.0

5 s start every 10 s

Exp. 97
R = 1.5

5 s start every 7.5 s

Exp. 98
R = 1.0

5 s start every 5 s

Exp. 99
R = 0.2

5 s start every 1 s

Exp. 100
R = 0.1

5 s start every 0.5 s

Two Containers
per node

Exp. 101
R = 2.0

5 s start every 10 s

Exp. 102
R = 1.5

5 s start every 7.5 s

Exp. 103
R = 1.0

5 s start every 5 s

Exp. 104
R = 0.2

5 s start every 1 s

Exp. 105
R = 0.1

5 s start every 0.5 s

Four Containers
per node

Exp. 106
R = 2.0

5 s start every 10 s

Exp. 107
R = 1.5

5 s start every 7.5 s

Exp. 108
R = 1.0

5 s start every 5 s

Exp. 109
R = 0.2

5 s start every 1 s

Exp. 110
R = 0.1

5 s start every 0.5 s

Table A4. Performance metrics used in the evaluation of MC-BDP reference architecture.

Performance
Metrics

Container CPU
Utilisation

Container Memory
Utilisation

Container Network
Utilisation Additional Metric

Scalability Metrics

Average and maximum
CPU utilisation by a

container during
experiment

execution time.

Average and maximum
memory utilisation by

a container during
experiment execution

time (in MB).

Total number of bytes
transmitted and
received over a

network by a container
during experiment

execution time.

Fault Tolerance Metrics

Average and maximum
CPU utilisation by a

container during
experiment

execution time.

Average and maximum
memory utilisation by

a container during
experiment execution

time (in MB).

Total number of bytes
transmitted and
received over a

network by a container
during experiment

execution time.

Records Processed
Percentage of total number of

records processed compared to
total number of

transmitted records

Technology Agnosticism Metrics

Average and maximum
CPU utilisation by a

container during
experiment

execution time.

Average and maximum
memory utilisation by

a container during
experiment execution

time (in MB).

Total number of bytes
transmitted and
received over a

network by a container
during experiment

execution time.

Windowing Rate versus Resource Utilisation Metrics

Average and maximum
CPU utilisation by a

container during
experiment

execution time.

Average and maximum
memory utilisation by

a container during
experiment

execution time (in MB).

Total number of bytes
transmitted and
received over a

network by a container
during experiment

execution time.

Data Volume Processed
Total number of kilobytes and

total number of records received
by each worker for processing
after the windowing function

is applied.
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Table A4. Cont.

Performance
Metrics

Container CPU
Utilisation

Container Memory
Utilisation

Container Network
Utilisation Additional Metric

Container Co-Location Metrics

Average and maximum
CPU utilisation by data
processing containers

running a node during
experiment

execution time.

Average and maximum
CPU utilisation by data
processing containers

running a node during
experiment execution

time (in MB).

Total number of bytes
transmitted and
received over a

network by the data
processing containers

during experiment
execution time.

Data Volume Processed
Total number of kilobytes and

total number of records received
by each worker for processing
after the windowing function

is applied.
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Table A8. Cont.
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Table A9. Network utilisation (gigabytes sent over the network)—graphs and regression models.
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Table A9. Cont.
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Container CPU 
Utilisation (Avg)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == "% 
Processor Time" | 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
AvgCPUPercent = 
avg(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName

Container CPU 
Utilisation (Max)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == "% 
Processor Time" | 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager"  | 
summarize 
MaxCPUPercent = 
max(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName

Container Memory 
Utilisation (Average)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Memory Usage MB" 
and InstanceName has 
"taskmanager" | 
summarize 
AggregatedValue = 
avg(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName

Container Memory 
Utilisation (Max)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Memory Usage MB" 
and InstanceName has 
"taskmanager" | 
summarize 
AggregatedValue = 
max(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName

Network Receive Bytes

• search in (Perf) 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Network Receive 
Bytes"  | where 
InstanceName has 
"taskmanager"  | 
summarize 
NetworkReceiveBytes 
= sum(CounterValue) 
by Computer, 
InstanceName

Network Send Bytes

• search in (Perf) 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Network Send Bytes" 
| where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
NetworkSendBytes = 
sum(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName

Adjusted CPU Utilisation 
(Avg)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == "% 
Processor Time"| 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
AvgCPUPercent = 
avg(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName| 
summarize 
sum(AvgCPUPercent) 
by Computer

Adjusted CPU Utilisation 
(Max)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == "% 
Processor Time"| 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
avg(CounterValue) by 
bin(TimeGenerated, 
1m), InstanceName, 
Computer| summarize 
sum(avg_CounterValue
) by TimeGenerated, 
Computer| summarize 
max(sum_avg_Counter
Value) by Computer

Adjusted Memory 
Utilisation (Average)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Memory Usage MB" 
and InstanceName has 
"taskmanager"| 
summarize AvgMemory 
= avg(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName | 
summarize 
sum(AvgMemory) by 
Computer

Adjusted Memory 
Utilisation (Max)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Memory Usage MB"| 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
avg(CounterValue) by 
bin(TimeGenerated, 
1m), InstanceName, 
Computer| summarize 
sum(avg_CounterValue
) by TimeGenerated, 
Computer| summarize 
max(sum_avg_Counter
Value) by Computer

Cluster Memory 
Utilisation (Max)

• Perf | where 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Memory Usage MB"| 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
avg(CounterValue) by 
bin(TimeGenerated, 
1m), InstanceName, 
Computer| summarize 
sum(avg_CounterValue
) by TimeGenerated| 
summarize 
max(sum_avg_Counter
Value) 

Adjusted Network 
Receive Bytes

• search in (Perf) 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Network Receive 
Bytes" | where 
InstanceName has 
"taskmanager" | 
summarize 
NetworkReceiveBytes = 
sum(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName| 
summarize 
sum(NetworkReceiveBy
tes) by Computer

Adjusted Network Send 
Bytes

• search in (Perf) 
ObjectName == 
"Container" and 
CounterName == 
"Network Send Bytes" | 
where InstanceName 
has "taskmanager" | 
summarize 
NetworkSendBytes = 
sum(CounterValue) by 
Computer, 
InstanceName| 
summarize 
sum(NetworkSendByte
s) by Computer

Figure A1. Azure Log Analytics queries to extract metrics.
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Figure A2. Azure Log Analytics queries to extract metrics—adjusted to aggregate by node.
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